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Evaluation Research, Employment and Training Administration,
U.S. t of Labor, ums authorized first under the Manpower
Eevelopment ,Training Act ormq of 1962, and then under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act tor.2 cf 1973, to
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social and o problems relative to the employment and
training of and underem4c1N4workers. Research also
includes na lomgitudinal surveyt of age cohorts of the
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examine the

li:
ket experience- of these cohorts. Studies
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obstacles to empIJ, mobility, how individuals do job
searches, and var itlproblems that pertain particulaay to
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may test a new a different institutional arrangement
for delivery, or ve ways to combine resources.
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descriptions of ,,handbooks of procedures, or'other
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continu;Ing series.. InfoimAticalmrcerning all projects in process
ox. completed during the pilevious 3 years is contained in an annual
ca og af activities, ReOlsch and Development. Pro)ects. Ihis

licatidn and those in tlifiureograph series may be obtained,
upon reciuest, from:

Inquiries Unit\

Employment an4Training Administration
U.S. Departnent of Labor'
Room Henry ..Etuading
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This monograph is based upon data obtained from the
National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) of Labor Market
,Experience, which are being conducted by the Center
for Human Resource Research of The Ohio State
University and the Bureau of the Census. Since the
mid-I960's, four cohorts of persons have been followed
in a study Of their labor market experiences: one each
of male and female youth, and one each of mature men
and women.

In this study on the socioeconomic status of householids
headed by women, data are used frOM both the younger
cohort of women (aged 14 to 24 when first interviewed
ine1,968), and the older cohort of women (aged 30 to 44
at the time of their first interview in 1967). Each
of the cohorts included about 5,000 individuals,)with
an overrepresentation of blacks in each, in order to
provide indepth black-white comparisons.

Findings indicate that marital disruption is an economic
disaster to many women. On average, family income is
cut in half dursng the transition year when the divorce,
separation, or death of husband occurs.

The study also points out that black female heads of
households are more severely disadvantaged in the labor
market than are whites. Black women heading households
are 1.v3s likely to be employed. Indeed, the transition
from ikarriage to becoming a head of household resultg in
an increase in employment for mature white women, but a
decline for blacks. Moreover, black women who are
working hold lower status jobs than their white
counterparts.

The economic differences between mature black and white
women heads of households reflect, in large part, the
fact that the black women were less likely to have
completed high school. In addition, black women were
more likely to have a health problem. Almost one of
*every three. mature black women heading households,
compared with one of every five of their white counter-
parts, reported a health problem which limited the
amount or kind-of work they could do.
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These and other findings of direct implication for both
policy and program developments are described in this
monograph, and are buttressed with.data of a depth and
scope that only a longitudinal survey cdn give.
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PREFACE

The nuMber and proportion of all American families headed by women
have increased dramatically in recent years. Indeed, in the short
8-year period between 1970 and 1978, the pr000rtion of all American
families headed byrwomen increased front about 1 in 10 to 1 in 7.
While some of this increase reflects a bu;geoning adult population,
the majorityabout 75 percentis the result of increases in the
proportion of wionen who are either separated, divorced, or. widowed.

In recent years, we have also witnessed a substantial increase in
both the popular and academic literature relating to the special
problems encountered by wonen heading their own households. However,

much of the popular literature is impressionistic and the academic
literature is often constrained by limitations in the quantity and
quality of the available data. Many of the indepth studies are
limitel to narrowly defined populations; conversely, the studies
whi are national in scope often are limited in depth of informa-
tion vailable. In addition, the available data invariallAyhame
been limited to crosssections whidh compare female-headed and
other households at one point in time but do not permit longitu-
dinal investigations which follow the same women through their
transition fran husband-present households to being head of their
awn family unit.

4

The ongoing National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market ExPerience,
which have been sponsored by the Employment and Training AdMinistra-
tion of the U.S. Department of Labor since the mid-1960's,
represent a unique data source for probing more extensively than is
generally possible into bOth the chaiacteristics and the dynamics
of households headed by women. This st includes detailed
information for the 1967 to 1972 period cbhort of women

who were 30.to,44 years of age when first terviewed in 1967
(hereafter termed the "mature" women) the 1968 to 1973
period for the cohort of women who were 14 to 4 years of age when

first interviewed in 4968 (hereafter termed th 'lloung" women).

Eadhhof the two nationally representative groups 'of wren
initially included over 5,000 respondents. In addition, each
of the cohorts of 5,000 included an o4Arrepresentation of-i,500
black respondents which permits indepth comparisons of the
characteristics and dynamics of black compared with white

households. Also, for ease of presentation,'ala of the materials
in the report reference 1968 and 1973, even though the women's
interviews were held in reality in late summer of 1967 and 1972.



This study focuses on women from two different generations Who are
heading their awn households. By focusing separately on young wanen
who were 14 to 29 during the 1968 to 1973 period and matuxe women who
were 30 to 49 between 1967 and 1972,.the study has emphasized the
heterogeneity of woven heading their awn households. Young household
heads are most likely to be waren Uho have not yet married or who
have recently separated or divorced. They also are very likely to have
small dhildren present, which often severdly constrains them in the job
market.

In contrast, older wonvn heading their householdS' may well be separated
or divorced but also include a substantial proportion of wiems. In
addition, an the average, they are more likely to have been heading
their household for a longer period of time than the younger women,
and are fess likely 'to have young children. Thus, they are more
likely to have made the psychological and economic adjustments which
enable them to cope with the day-to-day experiences associated with
having the primary responsibility for their families well-being.

The principal focus of this study is to highlight, through the
presentation of basic statistical inbormation, the social and
economic sitoation of young and mature women heading their
households. omparisons between the characteristics and needs of
younger and older and black and white heads of households are
made. In addition, relevant comparisons between women heading
their own households and other woolen are inAixkmawtere appropriate.
Special evphasis is placed on the dimensions of thosewanen's lives
which relate to their employment, income, health, Child-care needs,
and general economic well-being. In addition, same suggestions for
possible programs and policies geared towards their needs are \

included. It is hoped that this report will remedy to some extent
the pauck* of hard statistical information regarçg a signifi-
cant and unique segment of the American population.
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SL141RY OF RESULTS

Employment

Black female heads of households are severely disadvantaged in title

labor market compared with their white counterparts; they are legs

likely to be employed and, if employed, have lower status jobs which

are associated with a greater intermittency of employment and lower

hourly wages.

Whereas the transition from living with a husband tb becoming head of

one's own household is associated with increases in employmeq for

white mature women,* the percentage of black women employed declines.

This decline is associated with the lower average educational attain-

ment of the black household head and with he1.4.lower probability of

receiving job training following a marital or household transition. -

In general, much of the discrepancy in employment characteristics

between mature black and white household heads is present only

among the less educated. Picraparison of white and black mature

female heads with at least 12 years of sdhooling indicates that

differences in employment ratios, weeks worked, and hourly, wages

are relatively small.

Thus, the major economic differences between the mature blaCk and

white heads reflect both (1) the greater proportion of black heads

Aro have not completed high sdhool, ama'(2) the lesser annual

earnings of the black high school dropouts compared with those of

the white dropouts.

Since the generation of young waren now readhing adulthood is more

homogeneous with rigard to educational completion, it is likely

Chat many of the employment problems experienced by the older black

household heads will be less severe in their daughters' generation.

When one compares the employment experiences of the younger with

the mature household heads, ore generalization is worth noting.

The older black household heads did not have great difficulty

finding jobs, but the jobs they found were poor, in terms of

status and wages; in contrast, the younger black heads have more

"Mature women refers to individuals in the NLS cohort of women

'who were 30 'to 44 years of age when first interviewed in 1967.

"Young' women refers'to individuals in the NLS cohort of waren

who were 14.to 24 years of age when first intervieWed in 1968.

ix



difficulty finding a job but the jobs they find are better. From a
policy perspective, this suggests that older black waren are El-or-Tin
need of specific 'ob trainin., while the younger women could benefi
fram a greater hasis on job seardh methcds.

CI:did-care needs and arrangements relate to this'distinction. The vast
majority of the young black heads have children, compared with only
about one-third of the young white heads of households. . Not only
would better ld-care help these young bladk women in keeping a job,
but it would go,tly aid them in job seardh. Two of every three of
the young black .usehold heads with Children indicated that they had
been handl wee-. in their job search during the past year becae of a
lack of adequate child-care arrangements. Ma addition, about 6
percent of these black mothers indicated that they would be seeking
'work if free child-care facilities were available.

Health and Welfare

About 1 of every 5 mature white female household heads and almost).
of every 3 such black heads have a health problem which limits in
some way the amount or kind of work they can do. Health problems
are more prevalent among female household heads than among waren who
are not heads of thAr households.

Differences in work participation.between white and black female house-.
hold heads can be directly attributed to differences in health status.
That is, there is no difference in employment status between healthy
white and black female household heads, whether gauged fram the
perspective of survey week employment or the percentage of the year
that the respondent was employed during th year preceding the survey
week. Majot reasons for the differ?... a f earoyment between white
and black heads are (1) black e. axe more fikely to have a health
problem, and (2) when they have health problem, they axe less likely
to be*employed than their white GO unterparts with health iiroblems.

One explanation for this racial discrepancy relates to the fact that
mature black women are much more likely to he emPloyed in phYsically
demanding jobs. Whereas almost two-thirds of employed matuxe.white
heads are holding white-collar jdbs, only.ahout one,-quarter of the
black employed heads are sindlarly situated. As. a resultuthen a
black employed woman encounters an ailment which is physically
debilitating, shp is more likely than her white counterpart to have
to leave her jcb.

%mg

Paralleling the association between health and work is a rather
strikingly close iation between the prevalence of a health
problem and the - i e of welfare. First, as expected, female
heads with a health eroblem are much more likely than their healthy
counterparts to be in reoelipt of welfare. About 40 percent of all
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the heads with a tealth problem in 1973 had-reoeived public assistance
during the precedingyear, =pared with only 13 percent for the healthy

female heads. Also, about 30 percent of white female heads with a

health prthlem had received welfare compared with over 60 percent of

their black counterparts. Part of this racial difference reflects the
above-noted greater likelihood that a black female head with a health

problem will be unemployed or out of the labor force.

Income, Poverty, and Eployirent

In the ghOrt run, the economic traumas associated with leaving an intact

marriage can be extremely serious. This may be noted most dramaticalW
by comparing tile social and economic status ,of women in the last year

they are living with their husbameg with their status in the first year

they are no longer with their'husbands --whether the dhange reflects a

separation, divorce, or widcwhood. For example, in the short run

there is a precipitous decline in family income for white and bladk

mature waien from "before" to "after" this houmftadhead transition.
In particular, white gamily income declines fram about $10,500 to

$5,300 (in 1967 dollarsl in the I-year transition period, reflectiag

the loss of an average of $7,100 of husband's earhings which is not

compensated for by a gnall increase in the woman's earnings and a

slightly larger increase in welfare and other income. As a result,

"the poverty ratio (ratio of the family income to the official poverty

level threshold for families of that size) for these white families

declines from 2.75 to 1.84.

For mature black waren,,family income declined from about $7,100 to

$4,400, as a loss of $4,10U 4n husband's income was not commnsated
for by a nodest inbrease in both the woman's earnings and welfare.

The resulting decline in the poverty ratio was from 1.74 to 1.24.

qbrnicst female-headed household.% the emplqyment of the household

head represents the only effective means'for lifting the household

unit above the_poverty line. This is true for both white and black

households aIthougb, on the average, the white employed head (7y

virtue of her higher earnings) is better able to supplement her

family's income. If1ectng a namtcwing-of the educational
differential between blad.and whites over time, this earnings

difference should narrow for subsegueRt generations of women.

Aside fram #le earnings of the wcman herielf, the presence pf

additional wage earners in the family represents the best meams

for raising the family's income. This is particularly true for

blabk families, where the mean income increase§ from about $5,000

to $8,000 with the addition of a second waw earner.



There are major differencep between the ability of bladk and white
%amen to gain access to various income sources. nor example, a
larger proportion of white female family heads receives income from
every_possible iqcome source (running the gamut from their own earnings
to alimony) with the sole exception of welfare. Indeed, this suggests
.that a major reason more black women obtain welfare is tha. t their
other Income options are limited. This, of course, is consistent with
the.notion that emkoloyment and welfare represent the only two major
income sources available to black women.

The argument that welfare represents a viable alternative to employment
has little sUbstanoe wherome notes that the average white female-
headed household receiving welfare has a poverty ratio of 1.01, compared
with 2.73 for the average female-headed household not on welfare. Thee

corresponding black estimates are .82 and,1.74. In other words, the
average mature black female-headed household receiving welfare has a
family income which leaves it almost 20 6- t below the povery line,

' and the average white female-headed ho ..- .1d reoeivini welfare has an
income exactly at the poverty line.

n the final analysis, a woman he... g her own household (and in
particular a warm becoming head o her own household) in all too
many instances is living in dirp economic circumstances. Fran a
"universe of need" perspective, there is no doubt that female
'household heads and their families are on average in need of
special assistance in the areas of employment counseling and
training, as well as income maintenance.

xii
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INTRODUCTION

RefliectUlig both _demographic and social phenomena, recent years have

witnessed a dramatic increase in the numbers .and proportions of vAceen

heading.their own bouseholds. From a long-termperspectivp, U.S.
.p96liculation growth over the past half century has resulted in more than

, a doubling in the nuriVer of,American families with, not unexpectedly,

parallel increases in the numbers of separated, divorced, and widcwed

'women; these are the %omen who traditionally have hceaded households.

Mbre recently, primarily over the 15ast decade, social trends suggesting

fundamental changes in marital and liing arrangements inrour society

have been evidenced. For example, divoroe and separation rates haNre

risen in recent.years with a resulting rise in the proportion of all

aduat.wwen in these statuses:1/ Also, even more 41106ntly, increas-

ing proportions of young adult ipmmen.are delaying marriage and forming

th ir own households caside of their parental homes. 'Finally, as die

paigm ion of the population and the numbers of people it the upper

of the $pectram increase.(a demographic phenomedOn of increasing

importance), the number of widows heading their own households will

increase. This refleets, in\part, the fact that older women, on
average,.outlive older men by a nuMber of years. 'As a result, the

number of widows in our society substantially exceeds the number of

widowers and will continue to do so in increasing numbers in the r .

years ahesd. The ,net ars-ult of all the Above factors is that a

significantly larger Olibportion of all households are now headed by

women than was true only.a generation ago--25 percent in 1977,

,campared with 15 percent in 1950. 2/ This proportion can be

expected to increase in the future. 3/
4t

1/ ibis phenomenon reflects changes in a titudes t000krd darriage ahd

divorce, hs well as the highek propqrtlios of women in relatively
short-terp-marriages--marriages which have higher probabilities

of termination.

21 There .is extensive Census Bureau lit erature'which focuses iR great

,det l. oh all of the 4, ra 111z.,10 1 ic considerations: U.S.,t Bureah of

'I° '
the Censils, Current Popul . 4, n Repork, P-20, No. 3271(August

1978), "1-14dbeholds and Families by TyPe, March 1978" highlights

. curtent stciiistics for the femle-headed group. P-23, No. 52, by

, Paul C. Glick, entitled,"Some Recent Changes in American k:amilies,"

highlights recent trends,
4

A./. Set, for example U.S.yratiu of the5;sus, Current Population
Reports, Series P-23, No. 49, "Populati n of thelinibnd States,

'Trends and Prospects: 1950-1990." (Wa in n: U.S. Government

Printing Office) , 1974; and Paul C. Gli ane Arthur J. Norton,

"Marrying, Divorcing, and Living Togethe in the U.S. Today."' See

Population Bulletin, VOL 32,..No. 5 (Population Reference Bureau,-

Inc., Washington, D.C., 1977) for discussions of prospects for the

future.

S. 1
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Reflecting, in part, the,increasing demographic importanoe of iemale-
headed households, there has been in recent years an expansion in the
rangesanddepth of information available about the characteristics of
this group. For examplit, pdblished materials from the Current Popula-
.tion Survey (CPS) have incrqased considerably; indeed, the 1979
Employment and Training Report of the President includes a diapter on
female-headed households whictirdraws heavily on this source. Another
impbrtant source bor information about this group are the ongoing
National Longitudinal Surveys (N1S) of Labor Market Experience for
Young and Mature Wonen, surveys which were initiated under the
auspices of the U.S. Department of..Lalgor's Employment and Training
Administration (formerly the Manpower Administration) in the late
19601s, and which will continue at least until 1983.

While the Current Population Survey and studies based on other data
sources have enhanced our knowledge about women heading their'pwn
households, basic gaps continue to exist in our knualedge and
understanding of the progolonandpolicy needs of this group. These
gaps reflect constraints in the range of much of the data available,
as well'as their:cross-sectional nature which prevents one from
following women over time as theymove frail one marital or housebqld
status to another. This study, which exclusively uses data from ehe
National Longitudinal Surveys, partially remedies these traditional
data problems by including more detailed information comparing female
heads and non-heads. Also, for selected questions ,of interest, the
study follows the same women through a household transition,
examining their characteristics before and after the events. Where
appropriate, suggestions for employment and training programs and
policies are noted.

*.
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mrp_ SET AND METHODOLOGICAL CONSTMLINTS

The National Longitudinal,Survey (NLS) of Labor Market Experience of
Mature Women is a continuing seri6 of indepth interviews beginning
in 1967 and extending into the 1980's, with a nationally representa
tive sample of over 5,000 wrimen (about 3,500 white and 1,500 bladk
women) aged 30 to 44 years. This study includes information from
detailed personal interviews completed wlth these n in 1967,
1969, 1971, and 1972. While biief telephone interyews were corr
pleted in 1974 and 1976 and a perso interview was completed in
1977, the two telephone interviews cluded only limited additional,
information; 'data from the 1977 in rviews are not yet available.

Parallel interviews with a coho of about 5,00p waren 14 to24 years
of age in January 1901 were annually between 1968 and 1973.

These interviews are the-focus f the mate4a1 included here which
relates to young female ho ld heads. I/ The personal rinterviews
with boXII the younger and ol r cohorts of urcen include detailed
information on their emplo education, training, income, and
family experiences, as well ap affrore limited series of items which
focus cn their employment and ffmilY-relited attitudes.

i

These surveys have been funded by the EOp1oyment and Training
Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor, with the interviews
conducted the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The Center for Hunan ,

Pesource/1earch of The Ohio State University', under a separate
contract with the Department ofLabor, has been responsible for
p ing a series of special reports for the Department of Labor

ing on topical issues relating to employment prograis and "s"

v policies.

Each of the NIS cohorts includes an overrepresentation of bfack
respondents, thus providing a sufficiently large number of blacics
for statistically reliable racial comparisons. Indeed, given the
major differences in:the composition of black and white female-
headed households, in all cases where sample sizes permit, 5/
separate results for black and white waren will be presanted. For

/ P second 5-year*sequence included telephone surveys in 1975 and
1977, and a personal interview in 1978. This 5-year sequence
will be repeated in 1980, 1982, and 1983. Additional interviews
with 'the mature women are planned for 1979, 1981, and 1982.
Parallel Surveys have been Oompleted for young men 14 to 24 and
older men 45 to 59 in 1966. See the National Longitudinal
Surveys Handbook, 1978 (Columbus, Chio: Center for Human
Resource .Research, 1978) for further information.

5/ For a detailed description of the sampling, interviewing, and
estimating procedures for the young and mature women's surveys,
see the appendixes of Frank L. Mott et al., Years for Decision,
Vol. 4 (Columbus, Ohio: Center for Human Resource Researdh,
1977), and Herbert S. Parries et al., Dual Careers, Vol. 4
(COlumbus, Ohio: Center for Human Resource Research, 1976).

3
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a numher bf reasons, this data set represents a unique data source
for examining'factors asspciated with transitionsein family and
household status. First, it is possible to follew the same economic
status as they move from one household or family status to another. 6/
Changes in employment and income status, as well as such demographic
transitions as changes in household size and the presence of children,
can be examined. Allowing for time lags, it, is sometimes possible to
see how employment and training circumstances prior to a marital
transition affect both employment status and economic well-being
after the event. One can also examine, at the disaggregated indivi-
dual family unit level, the extent to whici3 waren moving into a
housellold-head status are.able to rePlace income sources (sudh as
husband's earnings) to.which they no longer have access.

In additicn to the dynamic advantages of the NIS data (compared with
the cross-sectional banstraints encountered when using CPS data),
this data set also ha's a much wider variety of information available
in each survey. Thus, it is possible to relate educati6ha1, employ-
ment, income, and demographicyariables for the same household unif
to eaCh other in a detailed manner not possible'uith most other data
sets. For exampleethe comparison of income sources, employment,
experiences, and basic demograPhics included here represents unique
tabular material About the status of the female-hear-4, households
not elsewhere available. Similarly, the association 0- health
and welfare status and employment is not elsewhere a lable.

Finally, the constrained age range for thewomen in the NLS sample
while in cne respect a disadvantage (compared, for example, with the
Current Population Survey and the Michigan Income Dynamics Panel), in
another important respect, is ap advantage: It ensures that the NIS
analyses are highly controlled with respect to age--a variable known
to be sensitive to many important demographic and socioeconomic
phenomena. Indeed, the comparisons of both statuses and dimensions
of change between the younger and maturewmen's odhorts in this
study represent coMparisons of two successie generations of American
waren at a point in history when fundamental transitions in employment
behavior patterns and attitudes are occurring.

6/ The head-of-household concept utilized here is self-definitional.
That is, the head of household in this study \s the person who
ues defined by the women interviewed as the head of the household.
Indeed, there are a few instances of women in households where the
husband uas present, defining themselves as th'e head. The writer
must acknowledge, however, that this was not a common occurrence
In almost all husband-present households, the man was defined as
the household head, even in those instances where the woman was
clearly the primary breadwinner.

4



FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH: THE SAMPLE

Any discussion of the characteristici and patterns of hCuseholds which are
headed by-wilm-must continually emphasize their heterogeneous dharacter.
Obviously; fffe problems faced by widows approaching old age may differ
significantly fran those of,young or middle aged women, with lor without
children, who have recently dissolved their.marriages. In turn, the policy
issues relating to these older women are substantially different fran those
of young wanen heading their own Ai *Ids. This-latter grow, while
including many young women with but without husbands, also includes
a substantial component of childless single young waien, who have left their
parental households and-are heading their own households. These singlelmamen,
film a policy perspectiveA are no more a "prdblere group than are young
tarried couples coping with the dar-to-day problems of emergent adulthood.

,

Thus, the age groups determine, to a great extent, the focus of 'the analysis
from a policy perspective. At age 20 to 24, the vast najority of female
hoUsehold heads are single women. In the maddle-age groups, separated and
divorced women predominate; and by late adulthood, widows are by far the
largest group.

The principal ebjective of this research will to describe in some detail
(to the extent sample sizes permit) the- uniguecharathteristics of women who
bead their own households. 7/ As already noted,.various dimeniions of
tarital status will,be considered in some instances because of the unique
problems a particular marital status group may face. Also, oertain
analyses will include comparisons with appLopriate households where a
wuman is not the head. Howeve4 once the fundamental, differences be
female- and male-headed households have been established, further
sOns between these two groups,will be limited.

Because of the considegble current interesk in the "displaced homemaker"
group, the primary fodus of thig research will be on famale-headed house-.
holds in the Mature women's cohort. The discussion of the youngwomen will
be more abbreviated and usually limited to suggeiMthignajar oontrasts,
reflecting both secular and intergenerational variations between the
younger and older wanan. Howeverftwbere certain characteristics of young
waren and their families suggest policy-relevant considerations, these, of
course, will be acknowledged. In particularthe'intergenerational ddh-
trasts will emphasize the lack of hccingeneity within the fenale-headed
household group.'

&ID All::

7/ The reader will note that the anaJoyses frequently use both household and
marital status concepts, with the primary focus being an female household
heads. Within the female-headed household group, there are in some
instances major differences between the widowed, separated, divorced, and
never-married groups. To the extent that theiroharacteristics differ,
the problems they face arerdifferent and relevant employment and training
priograms may vary. However, given sample size constraints, it was not
feasible to pruvide separate analyses of female household beads by
marital status. Because of these sampling constraints, analyses by
marital status will combine both Household heads and nonhousehoold heads.

5



DYPPXEC AND STATIC OCtISIDERATICNS OF 11/1SMOID InEADSHIP

. .

Fbr purposes of-emplOyment and tra:inixig--prograins or policy development,
one needs to consider the.female hbusehold bead group from dynamic as
well as static perspectives. That is, programt which focus on the group
as a whole must also be sen4sitive to the fact that many wonen in Ehis
status either have not been in it very long or ma5; well move into
another status. _for example, many women remain in a separated CT
divorced status only for a brief period of time; or perhaps more
pertinently, they may remain in a divorced, separated, widowed, or
never-married status for a significant time period, but move in and out
of a head,of-household status. For example, while about 11 percent of
the mature waren were housdholdLheads in 1968, and almost 16 perpent in
1973, only Aput 9 percent were hoUsehold heads at'all survey d6tes
between 1968 and 1973. 8/ From a racial perspective,,,bout 6 piermalt
of the white mature women were household heads at alfsurvey dates, '
while about 21 percent of all the black respondents fell in that
category.

Both the static or cross-sectional and the dynamic approaChes axe of
basic importance fram a program or policy'perspective. Tb determine
the "universe of need," it is ndcessary to detail the characteristics
of the whole female-household-head group as of a giveh point in time.
At Ehe same time, however, one needs to hiWight the characteristics
of those waren who have recently made the transition into a female-
head status, as these may be the waten Who ard in need of special
short-term assistance often associated with chan9es in fanily, marital,
or household status. For this reason, this study highlights selected
dharacteristics of both groups: all wcren in a head,of-hdusehold
status (the "cross-sectional" results), as well as waren who have
recently made fhe transition tc; household-head status.

8/ As noted earlier, while the period referenced mdd-1967 and mid-
1972 for-the mature waren, and early 1968 amd early 1973 for the
young women, for ifse of presentation, all text and tabular
references will be to 1968 and 1973 for both age cohorts. Mbrec
specifically, the 1967 interviews for the mature waren occurred
between the months of May and August, and the 1972 interViews
between the months of April and June of that year. For the
younger limren, inte'hriews in 1968 were conducted tetween January
and May and in 1973 between January and Mardh. Thus, there is a
gap of anywhere from 5 ta 12 months between the girls' and woren's
interviews at the earlier time period, and from 5 to 10 months in
the latter time period. ,

()
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EMPIMMENT AND MATED GiARACIEHISTIC,S: THE CRC6S SECTION

The Mature Wpaie13, so
It'is apparent th*t the characteristics ofmamen heading their own
households, their ability to obtain remunerative employment, and their
ability to maintain a satisfactory quality of 'life from both an
eoonomic and noneconomic perspective, areLall interrelated. Table
includes a range of chaFacteristics fpr all mature women Ommen 30 to
44 years of age in the first, survey year37which enablep cme to
contrast the statuses of\youren who are heads of their own households
with the status of all other scum. One may note certain significant
differences between the statbs and well-being of white and blaCk -

household heads, as well as tetween heads and nombeads separately and.
within the two racial groups:

About 1 of every 3 mature wiaite women heading their own households;
have not completed high school, compared with about 2 of every 3
of their black counterparts. 9/ This enormous racial differential
in educational attainment has-Major implications for the relative
pbility of %%tate and black waren to financially when heading
their own households. In addition, average black household
head is more likely, than her white terpart to have a health
problem.

With regprd both to education and health,Ahere is a larger gap in
status between black heads and nonheads than between white heads and
nonheads. Thus, in several important ways, the black haisehold head
group represents more of a "selected out" population than is trpe for
white household heads, and as such, may be in greater need of special
program assistance because of its lower average educational level and
greater prevalence of health problems.

The summary statistics in.Table I suggest how the education and health
differentials affect both employment and related income characteristics.
The white head is more likely than her hdack count6rpart to be employed,
to 'be earning a higher hourly rate of pay', and to have a higher status
jdb which liays annual earnings. Paralleling her lesser likelihood
to be working (partly a reflection of-ber greater family responsibilitiei

9/ It should be noted that the major educational difierentiaLfor
-the mature waren is the racial difference and not the difference
by head status. White heads and nonheads of hcZseholds Are
equally likely to bave completed high school; black household
heads are somewhat more likely than their nonhead counterparts
to have dropped out of high school.

9



TABLE 1

Selected Social and Daemonic Characteristics of Mature
Waren in 1973 by Head of Household Status and Race .

Selected
Characteristics

itate
Head Nct Bead

Number of Wbmen
Percent with Less Than 12 Yrs.

.4 426 2,766

of School 33.9 30.0

Percent Employed 72.6 50.9

Unemployment Rate 4.2 3.6

Labor Force Participation Rate . 0 0 75.7 52.7

Percent with Health Problem '21.8 16.2

Mean Family Income $ 7,280 $ 14,713
Mean Hourly Rate of Pay for
Those Employed $ 3.15 $ 2.88

Median Number of Children ; . . 0 1.8 2.6

Median Poverty Ratio . . .2.05 3.25

Percent Below Poverty Line . . 0 0 23.3 3.9

Percent White Cbllar (employed) V 64.5 67.0

Percent White Collar (experi-
enced - pot etployed) 49.8 65.2

Mean Weeks Wbrked Since
Last Survey . 16 25

Mean Usual Hours WOrked at
Currant or Last JOb . . . . 37 34

Mean Usual Hours Worked at
Currant Job 38 35

Mean Annual Earnings $ 4,231 $ 2,130

Mean Welfare Income for
Welfare Recipients $ 2,037 $ 1 243

Peicent Receiving Welfare 13,9 1.7

Slack
Head Nbt Head

_

,-''''Th
$ 2.55 2.77

2.8 2.8

-- 0.95 1.80

53.2 23.4
26.0 36.0

-

10.2 17.3

31 31

V
'6* 35 ss,.35

35 36

$ 2,495 $ 2,895

$ 2,217 $ 1,505
42.9 9.7

429 777-

65.0 55.7
60.6 61.3
4.7 2.9

63.6 63.2
31.8 .23.3

$ 5,111 $ 10,274

10



the black head is more likely to be reaeiving welfare and, on average,
has a significantly lower family income. As a result, where less than
1 cilf every 4 white households with a female head is.living below the
poverty line, the majority of black female-headed families are living
in poverty.

4

Mach of the racial variation in employment directly reflects the above-
noted educational discrepancies, which are amsociatEd with major
differences in the ability of black and white women to obtain quality
employment (whether the latter be gaged fram the perspectiveApf
occupational status,.earnings, or jibb stability). As Talgles 2 and 3
indicate,-aie black household head is doubly disadvantaged in'that
ghe is not only more likely than her Whiba.counterpart to be a high
school dropout, but has significantly less job success than.the white
household head if she has not completed high school. 10/ It may be
noted in Table 2 that the average black hougdhold hearwith less than
a high school diploma is much leqp likely to be employed than her
'white counterpart. Her annual earnings are also lower, reflecting
her lesser work participation pattern, as well as a lower hourly wage

#rate when she is able to work (Table 3).' 11/

The employvent*Strepancies between the better educated iethite and
black household heads's:are much narrower. Differences in labor force
participation rates and loyment ratios are not significant, and
annual earnings different 4als are less pronounced than they were for
the less educated. 12/

10/ The tables included in this section focus on woven who were
employed dur g the survey week. Parallel tables which
included otherwise employed during the year suggested
similar results, so they are excluded bar the sake of brevity.

11/ Even though less educated,black and white household heads work
similar hours and weeks during the year, the black hourly wage
rate is well below that for white household headg with less
than 12 years of school, and their resultant annual earnings Are
thus Well below those of their white counterparts. It maY also
be noted-that if these black women actually earned their survey
week wage for the number of weeks and hours they indiciftedthey-
worked during the year, their annual wage would be well above
their actual annual wage, suggesting that the survey week wage
cited may overstate their usual hourly earnings during the year.

12/ See Sylvia F. Moore, The Effects of Marital Disruption on the
Labor Supply of Young %omen (Ph.D. dissertation: The Ohio State
Universlty) 1978, pp. 75-84. .

11
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TABLE 2 -

Labor Force Status of Mature Women in 1973 by Educational
Attainment, Head of Household Status, and Race

Labor Force Status and
Educational Attainment

'Dotal White Black
lead Not Head Head Not Head Head Not Head

Labor Force Participation,
Rate

Total 73.3 53.6 76.2 52:8 63.6 63.4

Hilgh School Dropout 64.8 50.4 69.4 49.6 56.5 56.0 .
Is 4

High School Graduate 79.3 55.1 79.8 . 54.1 76.5 72.6

Percent Emplcyad

Total 70.4 - .51.7 .73.3 50.9 60.6 61.5

High School Dropout 61.3 48.2 66.1 47.4 52.9 53.1

High School Graduate 76.8 53.4, 77.0 52.4 75.3 72.0

Population Sample Size

Total 849 3,535 422 2,761 427 774

High School Dropout 432 1,342 148 874 284 468

.High School Graluate 417 2,193 274 1,887 . 143 306

NOTE.: In all tables, the high school graduate category includes women with
- 12 or more years ot schoOl.

12'



TABLE 3

Mean Employnent Characteristics of,Mature, Wbmen Employed in Survey Week
1973 by Educational Attainment, Head of Household Status, and Race

Status
Characteristics

Number -Respcn-
ol dent's Hourly Weeks Hours

,Wbmen Earnings %age Wbrked Wbrked

Whit

Head

High School Dropout .84'

A

High School G;eduate
.

185

NN Not Head

.High School Dropout 322

High School Graduate 802

Black

'Head

High School Dropout 116

High.School Graduate 43

Not Head

High School Dropout 193

High School Graduate 185

$4,412 $2.45 44.9 37.7

6,529 3.46 48.0 38.3

3,643 2.43 44.1 35.7

4,933 3.06 46.4 34.7

N

2,952 2.11 47.5 35.5

5,649 3.22 47.8 ' 37.5/

3,404

,

13( 46.1 . 36.2

6,404 3.47 49.24'' 37.9

4
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Shifting fram educational to occupational discrepancis, the data of
Table 4 strongly s g notion 'that much of the employment
discrepancy ---n mature b.; and white hodsehold heads-reflects
their diffe tial ability to find compQabile jobs. Black female
heads had ings only slightly below those of white heads within
eaCh of the three broad occupational groupings of white-collar,
blue-collar, and sevice employment. 13/ Also, the'hourly wage rates
for employed black aid white heads,are virtually identical within4
qccupational groups. Finally, there are no major racial variations
"in weeks worked during the year or in usual hours worked during the
week. Thus, it is evident that, as the demand and supply factors
which cliannel black warren into different occupational paths lessen
in importance, most of the enployment discrepancies betWeen the two,
groups will diminish too.

Variations by Marital Status for MatureWamen

--N,
Focusing briefly on variations by marital status rather than household-
head.status, it is apparent that the overall female-headed household ',
designation maaks dbrt 'n major socioeconomic variations by marital -
statua. These marital s tus variations suggest that at least some
employment and training po icies for displaced honemakers should -
perhaps distinguish between the needs of marital status subsets Within
the overall female household-head group. '

.As nay be no able 5,
who have ne rried
advdntaged gro Thip
other marital statuses,
much more likely to be emp
have favorable enployment
were employed in white-collaf jobs, and their
earnings were the highest of any marital stat
the most part, this marital group, which his
in the fight for equal employment opportuniti
viewed as highly successful from an economic pe

cept Waren living with husbands, women
resent, on the average, a uniquely
has more education than white women in

less likely to have a health problem, are
Yed,_ and, if employed, are more likely to
racteristics. That is, over 80, percent

urly and annual
category. Thus, for

rically has led the way
for woren, may be
pective. 14/

13/ Sample size constraints do not permit disaugregation below this,
level .

14/ William G.spowen and T. Aldrich Finegan, The Economics of Labor
Force Participation (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Oniversity
Press, 1969), vp. 242-267.
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TAME 4

Mean Employment Characteristics of Mature Wtoren Employed in 1973

*Survey Week by Occtioationa1 Level, Head of Household Sfatus, and Race

Status
Characteristics

Nler..
Employxrent Characteristigs
Respon- .

of . dent's, Hourly tileel...ks Hours

Women Earnings WaT tiorked. Viorked

White

Head 'z

,White Collar-,

BLE,C611a4

178

,

49
. -

$6,926

4,899

service . -41 '. 2,703

Not.Head

White Collar 755 5,187

Blt.E Collar 208 3,709

Service 154 27,636

.*

Black

Head

Aite-Collar 53 '6,535

%

Blue-Collar 43 _ . 4,415

Service 109' 2,588

Not Head

Nhite Collar 135 6,802

Blue Collar 81 4,264

Service 155 3,445

$3.60

2.60

1;i86

..A;,,,

3.15

2.50.

2.07

3.67

2,74

1.89

.

_

42.7

46.6

41,8

:

..

39.3

40:2

30.7

46.9 34.9

.43.7_ .37.2

42.9 32.2

48.8 39.8

48.3

46.7 32.8

48.6 37.9

49.2 39.3

46.4 35.1

15
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TABLE 5

4
Selected Social and Econoruc,Characteristics,of Mhture

Women in 1973 by Marieal Status and Race 3
SI

Selected' Mhrital Status
?tarried,Characteristics.

Present Widowed Divorced

White
NumbarciefWtmen 2,671 100 197
PercentlWith Less

than 12 Yrs.. of
1

School 29.8 31.5 36.3
Percent EMployed 93.1 - 61.4 78.4
awmployment Rate 3.5 3.7 5
Labor Parce.Partic-

ipation Rate 51.9 63.8, .

Percent wdth Health" -

PrOblem
an Family

16:3
$14,845

20.9.
$8,011

19.4,

$7,195
Mean Hourly
Pay for Those 4

Employ $2.86 $2.65
Median N r of
Children 2.6 2.1 1,9

Medaan Poverty Ratio 3,27 2.03 t'' 1.94
Percent Below . e

Poverty Line 3.5 21,6.
Percent White Collar

(employed) 66.9 638

.21.8

". . 58. 9 ..

Percent White Collar
(experienced, not
enployed) 65.2

,

51.9 -'-A.L.4
Mean Weeks Worked .

Since Last Survey k 29 38
Mean Usual Hours
Worked at Current
or Last Jcip 34 ' 34 38

Mean Usual Hours
Worked at Current
Job 1 34 33 36

rViAn Annual Earnings $2,055 526 $4,304
Mean Welfare Incom

for Welfare

,$2

Recipients
Percent Reeeivina

$1,184
1

$1,585 -,890

Welfare( 1-.4 4.1 16.8

16

Never
Separated Married

,

.

.

48.8 25.7
66.5 82.2
3.1 1.3

68.6 83..3
t

29.4 15.8
-$6,280 $9,155

.

$2:70* $3.91

2:3' 0.5
1.50 , 3.31

36.2 145

47.3 82.6 .

I/.1

33

**-

'72.4

el.

38 40

40

$ $6,502

$2,162 ($1,801

30.0



LE 5 (Continued
-

Selected
Characteristics

Marital Status-

B)ack

Married Never

Husband Present Widowed Divorced
61Xar4tV

Married

;Number ofwomen 707 111

Percent with Less
than 12 Yrs.. of .
School 55.9 69.7

Percent Employed 61.7 55.2

Unemployment Rate 2.8 2.6

Labor Fbrce Partic- .

ipation Rate 63.5 56.5

Percent with Health

411 102 194

49.5 71.7 54.8

3.2 58.2 56.2
3. 6.8 0.0

75.9 56.5

Problem 23.3 39.9 24.0 32.0

Nban Family Income $f0,,626 $4,903 $6,138 $4,825 ip.,$5,406

MOan Hourly Rate of I
I

Pay for Those
.Eliployed *

Median Number of
* Children

1,*-dian Poverty Ratio

\Percent Below .

Poverty Line
Percent White Collar,------

(employed)
,Perce.Tit White Collar

(experiericed, not
employed) '

.

Men Weeks Wbrked
Since Last Survey

Mean Usual Hours
Worked at Curent
or TaSt Jab

Me9p/bsual Hours'
ATorked-at Current
Job

Mean AnnUal Earnings
Mean Welfare Income

-,..._...,e

for Welfare

,

Recipients
Percent Rece ving
Welfare

e2 77

2.

1.87

"

$2.25

2.6
.88

$3.15

2.6
....,

1.35

$2.25

.3.0

.83

$2.81

1.0
1.07

21.0 57.4 38.9 61.4 48.5

35.3 18.7 39.8 15:4 0.2
,

'

16.8 .1 14.1 11.3 9.1

.

31 27 38 , 31 29

/ -.
. ...

35 36 38 32 37

el.
.

36 36 18 33 38

$2,905 $1,991 $3,950 $1 92 $2,780

4

$1,505 $1,622 $2,722 $2 40 $1,970
.

7.7 40.6 30.5 46.9 46.3
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Conversely, tgb least econcnically successful white group includes
those whi.te woman who axe separated fran a spouse. 15/ ;They have, an
the average, the least edUcation and are most likely to have a health
proiblemwbich limits theirability to, work on a job. 16/ Paralleling
those attributes, theY genbrally have difficulty in the job market..

Divorced white wOrnen generalIy,have sobial and economic characteris:

tics which leave them in an advantaged position, compared with
separat=xvil 'waren, but not as well off as single (never married) women.

White widowed woven are most dif cult,to define, as they cross all

socioecononic strata more comp ively; their nuMbers include many

poor women in need of work, As we 1 as an upper income, better
educated group TAtii may have access.to pension and insurancie

payments. 17/

Amon blarlk women, the divorced households may be seen to be most
succesfu1, reflecting themfact that divorce is more common among
middl lass'couples. As with the white women, never-married bdack

, woven ave somedhat Wore favorable socicecoronic .characteristics
/' than idowed or separated women. However, for biack.families, there

is no significant,difference between the personal, labor force, or

income-related char eristics of separated and widowed wilhen.
Indeed, in each case well over half areJin families with incomes
"ow the poverty 1

Shifting frum the s week' to a somewhat living-term perspective,

it is useful to see how variations in the work history of these matur't-
women are consstent or inconsistent with the survey week information.

15/4 At least some of the racial and age variations in characteristics

by marital status may reflect variations between differtnt groups
in their propensity to remarry. That is, for example, bp the
extent that Inigher status" women of a particular age or race
are more likely to remarry thp women of Another age or race, the

"non-remarriers" will repres to differing degrees, "selected

out" populations.

16/ The causatiok associated with"variations in marital status is

complex. Ph ,is clear evidence that women who never marry

include a disp rtionate proportion of individuals with chyonic

health problems. In addition, women in "othe ' marital statuses

have, on average, a lower socioeconomic stat which is known to

be associated with a greater likelihood of a health problem.

17/ For a comparative discussion of the socioeconoMic characteristics

and labor force patterns of divorced and separated woven, see
Allyson SOerman Grossman, The Labor Force Patterns of Divoloed
and Separated Wbmen, Special Labor Force Wort 198 (U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1977).

18
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onegay note that, whereas white housexadheads have worked
a much larger proportion of the preceding 5 years than did =beads,
there was no analogous gap for.black waren (Table 6). In fact, with

the sole exception of black divo .=. women (largely a middle-class
group), there are no major work tory variations between the other
marital statuses: Generally, economic need to Work dominates the
work orientation, of the black women', regardless of status, and the
employment constraints-- th problems, the presece of children;
and demand phenomena-L.-are Q.argely beyond their cx,nfrol at this point

in their life cycle. .

For mature white women, the never-married have had an essentially
contimops work history. In fact, focusing more narrowry on such
women Who are heads of their households, 0 I 't have been employed
6 months or more for more than 85 percent of yearS since they
left,school (Table 7). Indeed:if they are = .loyed (which nest of
them are), they have been with their current = ..loyer about 10 years.

Ditorced white women ilave'been emplo);ed about 75 percent of the time
over the,preceding 5 years, but only 56 percent of the time since

leaving school, reflecting the fact that at some point in the past
they had been'married, during which timethey were less likely to
have worked. In general, the s4orter the time interval, the more
sensitive the duration of empIoynient is to the wioman's current
marital status. This is but one additional way of emphasizing the'
importance of considering both the cross-sectional and longitudinal
dimensions'of family and eoonomic phenomena. While current employ-
ment factors are closely associated with current economic and social
well-being, the cumulative effect of priRr experiences can weijh
heavily on current and futpre socioeconarac status. This, of (=roe,
is the principal rationale for placing the greatest program emphasis
on assisting those displaced homemakers without substantial and

meaningful reaent employment experiences.

The Younger- Women

It is apparent from Table 8 that many of the socioeconomic differ-

entials noted between mature black and white heads of households
may be evidenced between the young black and white heads,(those 14

to 24 years Of age in 1968). That is, the black household heads
have, on the average, less education, are more likely to have a
pealth problem, have more children, and (partly as a reflection of
the above) generally have less favorable employment and income
characteristics.

Less than 60 percent of the young black household heads were in the

labor force, compared with almost 85 percent of their white counter-

parts. Also, the black warren had about a 14-percent unemployment
rate, compared with about 5 percent for white household heads. The

19
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MBLE -6

Percentage of Total Weeks Employed in Past 5 Years for Matuxe
Wbmen by Head of Household Status, Marital Status, and

Race in 1973

Status
Characteristics

Mature Women
White Black

Number NuMber
of Percent of Percent

Waren Waren

Household Head in 1973 413 71.2 410 66.5

Not Household Head in
1973 2,739 48.8 765 65.0

Marital Status in 1973

Married, Ousband
Present 2,651 47.7 699 64.6

Narried, Husband
Absent (including
separated) 95 56.9 197 64.2

Widowed . 97 ) 60.4 106 61.2

Divorced
.. .

195 76.9 101 77.7
'

Never Married '117 88.1 73 62.7

NOTE: Estimates for young women are limited torespondents
.not enrolled in school during the period.
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MIR 7

Mean Peacentage of Years Since Imaving School
That nature Waren Narked 6 Months or Mcce by Marital Status,

Head of Wambold Status, and Race in 1973

Status
tharacteristics

Ml
Marital
Statuses

Iftrried,
Husband
Present

Married
Husband

Absent
Widoked rdvortal SeParated

Never
married

Percentage
White

19ta1 46 43 - 54 56 49 79
Household Head 58 - - 51 56 49 86
Not Household Head

slack
"Ittal

44

56

43

56

- -

51

-

64

..

54

71

66
Household. Head 55 - - 49 63 52 66
Not Household Head 57 56 - -

Sample Size
White

Household Head 327 1 7 63 143 56 ST

Not Household Head 2,137 2,058 7 6 14. 5 47

Black
Household Head 329 0 4 84 71 134 36

Not Bausehold Head 594 541 6 6 9 13 19

N.ME: Dashes indicate insufficient ample sizes for-making reliable estimates.
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Selected Social and Economic faia-eiteristios of Young
Wbuen in 1973 by Head of Household Status and Race

Selected
Characteristics

%bite Black
Head Not Head Head Not Head

Number of Women 439 2,633 302 898

Percent with Less than .

12 Yrs. of School 15.9 16.7 I 46.3 31.6

Percent Employed 80.1 52.7 50.4 53.2

Unemployment Rate 5.2 7.0 13.9 15.0

Labor Fbroe Participation
.

Rate 84.5 56.6 58.5 ' 62.6

Percent with Health
Problem 9.7 7.5 17:4 9.2

Mean Family Income $4,734 $11,642 $2,853 $80278

Mean Hourly Rate of Pay
for ihose &played

'Wdian
3.09 $2.78 $2.67 $2.50

Number of Children . .7 - 1:1 1.8 1.4

Median Poverpy Ratio 2.00 3.06 .62 1.72

Percent Below Poverty Line 28.5 9.2 60.2 28.1

Percent Mute Collar
(employed) 75.4 74.0 55.7 48.3

Percent White Collar
(experienced, not .

employed) 49..7 58.5 - 35.3 43.1

Mean Weeks Worked Since
Last Survey 38 26 24 27

Mean Usual Hours Worked at
Current or Last Jab 37 . 34 37 36

Mean Usual Hours Worked at
Current Job 38 35 38 38

Mean Annual Earnings $4,163 $2,458 $2,631 $2,305

Percent Receiving Welfare 16.5 4 .0 51.4 19.8
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employed young bladk household head was less likely to hold g white-
collar job, had worked fewer weeks over the past year at a signifi-
cantly lower hourly wage, and as a result:, earned about $2,630 over
the pr;eceding year, compared with about $4,200 for her white counter-
part. Reflecting the fact that earnings for female household heads
at these ages-comprise &major part of family income, white family
incove was about $4,700, compared with only about $2,900 for the
black families.

151
Table 9 indicates that young black hcusehold heads at44. educational
level's have a more difficult time finding emplcyment loan do ycung
white heads. However, once She is able to find a job, 4he does as
well as her comparably,educated white counterpart. Th6e are no
significant racial differences in annual earnings between young black
and white employed hcusehold heads, reflecting generally similar .

patterns of weeks and hours worked and hourly wages. In adifition
when gaged from an occupational perspective, as in Table 10, there
is no annual earnings differential between black and white household
heads employed in Idhite-collar jobs. Also, wel6 saMple sizes are
small, the data do not suggest any major dif rences in annual earn
ings between young black and white household heads employed in blue-
collar or service occupationa. 18/ Flew a policy perspective, this
suggests that, among young wthen, there may be a greater need to
emphasize mechanisms which enable greater proportions of young black
household headS to seek and find employment, as the kinds of jobs
generally available seam to have favorable job dharacteristics in
terms of job stability and wage level.

18/ Variations by marital status were also pronounced among the
younger women. However, sample size constraints precluded a
careful examination of the characteristics of young never-
married women who were not enrolled iffschool and heading
their own households. In general, the married-spouse-present
group had the most favorable income Characteristics, and the
divorced and separated group was most disadvantaged. The
relatively small never-married out-of-school sample was a
highly selected-out group, having favorable employment and
income characteristics =Ong the blacks. In general, the
never-married white group no lenger living with their parents
are not a "problem" group, and probably represent the vanguard
of a new life style becoming more prevalent, primarily among
better educated ycung adults. See Appendix Table A for
selected characteristics of the young women by marital status.
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TABLE 9

EmpLoymnt Characteristics of Young Female Heads
in 1973 by Educational Attainmrt and Race

U-oployment
Character' stirs

White Black
Iligh High High High

School School School School
. DLopouL Gradlate DriTout Crciduate

Number 5f Wcraen 76 373 148 168

Liihor Force participation Rate 65.7 87.6 51.4 66.4

1.n1p1 .A71e.nt Rat i o . 8 . 84.0 41.8 59.3

Mear Chi racti t: f- !711-) oy(c1

.Nunter of. ;4ornon 39 291 52 101

%**)Annua .1 I:audit, ,.. $3 379 $5,262 $3,578 $5,390

. Hour] y Wail ,.-, i-ZLe $2.22 $2.90

Weeks Worked in Year 39.6 46.1 38.3 47.0

Usual Hours Worked in Week. 40.0 37.7 37.8 38.0

4



TABLE 10

Mean Annual Earnings of Young Female Beads
Employed Survey Week 1973 by Occupational'Level and Race

Elp.te

Occupational -Number Mean Maker Mean

Level of Annual of Annual

Black

Wbmen Earnings Moen Earnings

1

White Collcr

Blue ColLar

Service

252

28

-49

$5,420

3,503

3,977

86

29

38

$5,579

4,138

3,277

34?
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EMPLOYMENT AND RELATED CHARACTERISTICS;
THE TRANSTIT3N CUT QP MARRINGE

Whervas the preceding section focused on a cross section of all
women in a given household or marital status, we focus here more
narrowly on the characteristics of woven immediately preceding
and following a transition from being married and living with
their husbands to being head of their own households. 19/ The
"before" and "after" dharacteiistics relate to all women Who
underwent sudh a transition at any time between the 1968 and
1973 surveys, with "before" representing the dharacteristics
reported at the last inteririewwfien the husband was still
present, and "after" referring to characteristics reported at
the first interview, when the husband.was absent and the woman
reported she was the head of the household. By folladngthe
sane %amen through the marriage and household transition, we
can view the immediate short-term consequences of this process
-for the well-being of the woman and her family.

19/ It is emphmsimmithat this transition group is quite
different from the cross section groups in that they
(the transition group) (1) by definition exclude the
never-married, and (2) are all new heads of households.
As such, one would expect them to be and have

less satisfactory employment characteOgs.
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It may be noted in Table 11 that, from this short-term perspective,
,both mature white and black households are gndicapped tq varying
degrees when a woman moves fram a married-husbandrpresent status to
head of household statqs. While the nuMber of dependents and number
of children in the family decline somewhat, the proportionate declines
in family income are much greater,'even though the mean annual earnings
of the woman increase from the "before" bo the "after" phase.

For the white woman, family income declines fram almost $10,500 to
slightly over $5,000 (1967.dollars). She loses, 'on the average, more
than $7,000 of her husband's earnings; her own increase in earnings of
approximately $700, as well as an increase in other inoame (primarily
welfare) of about $1,300, do not adequately.compensate for the loss of
,her husband's income. As a result, her household income declines from
2.75 times the poverty level before the transitj_on to only 1.84 times
the poverty level (hereafter termed the "poverty ratio") after
separation, divorce, or widowhood. 20/

As with the white wamn, the socioeconom# position of the black women
also showed significant deterioration accompanying the transition bo
female head-of-household. However, since the average black household
started fram a poorer economic position than did the white household,
the further economic deterioration for the average black household left
it in an even more tenuous positton relative 'to the poverty threshold.

Reflecting a greater number of children as well as more limited job
skills, the average mature black woman, on becoming head of her own
household, was less able to replace her husband's lost earnings. The
percentage of black woven who were employed declined from 'before" to
"after," whereas the precentage of white women employed sharply..

increased. 21/ As a result, an approximate $4,100 decline in husband's

20/ It is useful, however, to keep in mind that this transition process
focuses specifically on household heads after the transition. Chat
is, women who altered their marital status or had their merital
status altexed-lout did not become heads of their households are not
included in this analysis. To the extent that these nonhousehold
heads lived in families 'where there was a greater likelihood of
another adult being present (either relatives, friends, or a new
husband), their socioeconomic status may, on the average, have been
better than that of the average househbld head.

21/ It is interesting to note that several empirical studies of the
determinants of marital disruption find a significant positive
association between the level of the wife's earnings and the pro-
bability that a marital disruption will occur. See Heather L.
Ross and Isabel V. SaWhill, Time of Transition (Washington: The
Urban Institute, 1975), pp. 57-59, and Aggrew Cherlin, "Employment,
Income and Famdly Life: The Case for Marital Dissolution," paper
presented at the Secretary of Labor's Invitational Conference on
the National Longitudinal Surveys of Mature Worren, 1978.

*
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T;t13T 11

Selected Characteristics of Mature Women and Their Families'Before and Alter
the Transition frail Nonhead to Head of Household.

StatuS Between 1968 and 1973, by Race 1/

Selected
Characteristics

Thtrite Black
Before After Before After

Number.of Women 139 139 90

Social Characteristics
Median Number of Dependents 3.2 2.7- 4.3

Wen Number of Children 2.7 2.4 i 4.1

Percent with a Health Problem 13.8 16.9 27.1
Income Characteristics
Mean Family Income 2/ $10,476 $5,291 $7,052
Mean Poverty Ratio . 2.75 1.84 1.74

Mean Husband's.Earnings 2/ $7,101 - $44\125
Percent Receiving Welfare Income 2.9 10.1 . lr.9

Mean Respondent's Annual
Earnings 2/ $1,979 $2,636 $2,051

Labor Force CEaracteristics .

Percent Employed 53.5 67.3 73.8

Unemployment Rate 6.9 3.7 8.4

Labor Force Participation Rate 57.5 0.9 80.5

Mean Weeks Worked in Year (ANAen
Employed at Same Time During
the Year) 26 31 33

Mean Hours Worked at Current Job 35 38 37

Mean Bose Index Score 3/ of
Current Job , 46 46 33

Mean Hourly Wage at Current Job $2.41 $2.44 j$1.98

Percent Receiving Occupational
Training in past Year 19.4. 27.9 21.5

90

3.6
3.7

28.0

$4,395
I

28.1

$2,353 ,

67.3
2.5
69.2

.

33

36

36

$2.19

13.6

1/ Universe consists pf woman Who were married, spouse present at the 1967
survey and became widowed, divorced, or separated by 1972,, with a simul-
taneous change fmn nohhead to head of household.

2/ Income adjusted to 1967 dollars.

0 3,/ The Bose Index is an ordidal measure of occupational prestige developed
- ftuulthe responses of a sample of 197 white households in the Baltimore

Metropolitan Area to questions about the prestige of 110 selected occupe- g.

tions. The rankings within each occupation were averaged and the mean
values transformed to a metric wdth values of 0 to 100. The latter scores
were regressed on the 1959 median earnings and 1960 median years of school

completed of the ciVilian experienced female labor force employed in these

occupations. The resultant equation was then used to estimate the mean
prestige scores for occupations in which women in the(NTS sample were
represented. (See Christine E. Bose, Jobs and Gender: Sex and COttupa-

tional Prestige (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1973) .Appendix1P.
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earnings betwtrn "before" and "after" was onlartia1ly compensated for
by a $300 incTease in the warren's earnings and a $1,200 incre,?* in other
incorre sources. The poverty ratio for black households decliri6d fram
1.74 times the poverty level to 1.24.

differing ariplwitunt transition patterns for black and white mature
wortrn solely reflect the lser likelihood &hat black c.iolitm Who viere not
erup ed before the tramitibn wnuld become employed aTterwards. As
Table 12 indicates, almost half of tile mature white waren who were not
employed prior to the transition had, a job within about a year after the
event, compared with only around'one-qvartei. for the black heads. On
the other land, there were no si,pi!-.icHnt post trars.t.ion crli.ovrrent
differences fev mture black and v,71ii to hciAds who Lad bOcn (21141oyed before
the t-r,-in1;i'sion r.-vent . i.cogne of tkli.!,, racial (lisparity ref7ects thc lesser
educ<t tii. I *II L ot hIrick nont.,tn!inti head, and SOD of the
c_..erenco is associated with t111,, k!relt.er avorage nt.uther ef ati.1,ften

" " "ATI 1;11n: 7.'i.71,71t IC11 .-11-1

geograph ic icreris" to meaningful oba riuy al'so be factors.

L-1c)P. 1.;c\..-..1I' ' L. )1- t.lie
mrtture lAomen. The loss of 'hufiband's wa,; not, frv-
by the declint- ih averacie fami iv si -tc.!. AS a .result ,r v
ratios f'or whites and blacks declinc.- 3..08 ',.(3P:.and
1.11, resrxvtively (Table 13).

.

While there was an increase, i.n the percxmL-luje of youny household heads
criployed atter the transitiOn, Tnpan ititn1 earnings. for. 4-Aig, verrn did
ndt increase signifjcantly during tile first year after a marit...11

For both white and black wouron, however, -viol fare was .1
vicfnificant supplenunt to family incnme during this otten di f:ficult
transition year.

Finally, with regard to the need' for skill .acxmisition, evidence from
limited sariple sizes suggests that young and mature 'worreri vho wtre not
employed before the transition, but- whr.) vvire enrolled in,a ai

prrx,irani-durirp; that.. year, were nun! succvsslul Uldn thoir counten.,arts
who did not receive training in finding a job alter the transition and
in obt.:iining hight7r annual earnings during that year.

The results ot the above sections, whidi highlight .the characteri:,tic's
both of a full cross section of telltale household heads, as well as women
who have recently beaxre heads, can le sumcru L3F) .tel lowl-; i'r ur; a
"uniyers t? of need" ivrspective, there is no dubt that forlizile
heaL and thc!ir fami I ies are, on. averaw, in teed of 'V i ii ci i arlCZ

in.the areas of employment couns(,ling ra Lni fly, d:; WOl 1= r Vrif

inaintenaiic'e. frie
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TABLE 12

Emplorent of Young and Mature Wborn
Before and After Transition to Head of Household

by Race.
(Percentagp D±striltion)

Employment-Before, by Age, . Number EMployment After
'Race, and Employment Status of Waren Tbtal .fltlpioyed Not qTployed

Young 1A.ICTENI

',(21-1ite

11'.7-q.f.cryoct

Nk tThvi.oyed

-

No iovc

MaLun.! .'rolven

Ivivi to

LIT4)1()y(317

No1 mJ oyèd

Bi acl:

,c1

Not Drployck?

91 100.0 89.9 10.1

4

85 100.0 45.4 54.(

51 100.0 66,4 33.6

58 100 I 43.1 57.8

4.

73 100.0 84.6; 15.3

66 100.0 47.2 52.8

63 401).0

22 100:0 26./ 73.3

NOTE: Detail nay not add to toti-W; because of rounatric

i
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TABLE 13
. . t

'Selected Characteristics of Young %omen and Their Families Before and After
the Transition fran Nonhead to Head of Household

Status Between 1968 and 1973, by Race 1/

Selected
Characteristics

Number of Woman.
Social Characteristics ,

Median Number of Dependents
Mean Number of Family Members

I.Mean.Nunber.of Children
Percent with.a'Health Problem

Income Characteristics
Mean FaMily Income 2/
Mean.Poverty Ratio ,..

Mean Husband's.Eirnings 2/
Percent Receiving Welfare Income.
Mean"Respondent's Annual.Earnings 2/

Labor Fbree Characteristics
Percent Employed
Unemployment Rate
Labor FOrce Participation Rate
Mean Weeks Worked in Year AWbomen
EMployed at Some Time During
the Year)

Mean Hours WOrked at Current JOb
Mean Bose Index Score 3/ of

Current Jcib

Mean Hourly Wage at CUrrent Job
Percent Receivin4 Occupational
Training in Past Year

White r Black
Before After, Before After

176. 176 109 109

1.49' 1.35 -1.95 2.35
3.25 2.1V* * 4.51 2.99

1.1 1.8 1.9.
10.5 14.2 10.5 12:0

$8,065 $3,179 $64313 $2,506
3.08 1.60 1.98 41.11,

$5,481
6#8

$1,835
.23.3

$2,517

$4,046
21.7

$1,973
46.6

$2,060

51.4 68.2 45.7 53.4
10.4 7.7 28.9 14.5
57.3 74.0

1
64

-
4 62.2

25 31 28 25
35' 39 40 39

48 . 49 41 45
$2.19 $2.22 $1.93 $2.17

12.9' 28.8 16.5 14.4

1/ Universe consign-tif-yourts4vmen who changed from a married; spopse present
status to a widowed, divorced, of separated status sometime between 1968
and 1973 and simultaneouely changedlirom a nonhead to he.0 of household.

2/ IncOme adjusted to 297 dollari.

3/ The Bose Index is 4 .neasurk of occupfttional Prestigp developed
from the responSes c 4 le of 197 white-houdepolds in the Baltimore
Metropolitan Area to questions about,the 'Prestige', 110.sp1ected occupa-,
tions. The rankings withinCeadh odcupation'mere averaged and the mean

...,zalues-transformed to a metric with values of 0 to 10Q. The latter scores
were regressed on the 1959 median 7edinings and 19601.nedian years of school
completed of the civilian experiencedrfemale labor force employed in
occupations. The resultant equation was then used to estimate the nean
prestige scores for occupations in which women in the NIS sample 'were
represented. (See Christine E. Bose, Jobs.and Gender: Sex'and.Colcupa-i
tional Prestige (Baltimore: TheJohns Hopkins Press, 1973), Appendix E.
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It is also aparent that women recently in tran4tion bo a household-
, head status face severe econorac deprivation andeare in ne0d of

assistance. It is suggested that, while the new transition family
obviously needs income support to carry it through the often,difficult
marital,disrUption period, it probably needs as much job,related
asdigtance. 1ihi1e many mature women who become household heads

4.uatimately acquire new or relearned job skills, as well as an under-
standingof how to seek and find jobs, the process is often
inefficient and costly. jiany social and economdc traumas could, be
avoided by timely assistance at this crucial life cycle point.

cto
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SPECIAL lE74PLonnalr PRCBLEMS

Child-Care Needs aned Assistance

Fran a policy perspective,'Pa major employment constraint for many
women is the presence of young children'in the household. If the

child is of preschool age, the mother heading her own household
must find often costly child-care assistance; if the child is of
school age but still relatively young,,she must either be able to
adjust her working hours to coincide with the child's school hours,
or else Make special arrangements for the hours that the child is

not in the custcdy of the school. 22/

Uhile acknowledging that recent changes in the tax laws help lower
income women cover part Of their child,care costs, the costs of
child care can, nonetheless, substantially reduce a woman's real

le income.di '41111.11111

Over 1 about 55 percent of the mature white family heads and 70
t of the mature black family heads had children below the

age f 18 in their households in 1973. However, as these waren

vOere at that time between the ages of 35.and 49, only a small pro-
portion (19 percent of the whites and 13 percent of the blacks) had

children below school age.

Because of the relatively small proportion with ybung children, it

was generally eiasig4.46* the mature %Amen to make acceptable child-

care arrangements; lwerall, 37 percent of all the mature household

heads indicated that7bheir children supervised themselves while they

were wcrking, 29 percent worked while their children were in school,

22/ 'Ale inclusion of thepever-married in this section undoubtedly
leads to an understatement of the child-care needs of the over-

all female household head group.
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and most of the remaining children were watched by a relative in the
woman's owD home. 22/ Paralleling this lesser need for assistance,
less than t5 percent of nature bouse1ld heads indicated that they
bad been unable to look for work at sSte time during the past year
because of lack of child care, and about the same proportion indi-
cated that they would not look if free child care were available.

In contrast, only about 30 percent of all the young white household
heads, but almost 75 percent of their black counterparts had a child
of their own wilco was also living with them. Also, for almost all
these young women, their youngest child was,below sdhool age.

Part of the racial discrepancy in the labor force.participation of
young household heads undoubtedly reflects this racikl differential
of the presence of young children. A young black household head is
much more likely to need child-care assistance before she can make
employment arrangements: In fact, 2 of every 3 young black house-
hold heads withachildren indicated that they had been handicapped
in their job search during the past year because of a lack of
adequate child-care arrangements. In addition, about 60 percent
of the black normorking mothers indicated that they would seek work
if free child-care facilitieswere available. Anong young household
beads, lack of adequate or appropriate child-care arrangements is
perhaps the.single most serious employment constraint.

FOr black young WiThEn in the labpr force, the majority utilize
relatives or other family arrangements for child,care purposes,
while white women are much more likely bo make arrangements with
nonrelatives for the care of their children. TO sorileiextent,

this racial differemoe reflects the greater abilitybe*hite
women to pay for chil&care services.

Health Problems and EMpl4ment

In addition to limited education and child e °constraints, the

revalence of work-limiting health problems rpresents perhaps the
largest single constraint on a mature housebold head's ability to
find and maintain meaningful employment. About 1 of every 5 white
household heads and almost 1 of every 3 black heads indicated that,

23/ Child-care statistics in this section reference the 1971 and
1972 surveys for young women, and 1972 for the maturewomen.
FOr a comprehensive study highlighting differential patterns
of child-care usage for the young and mature women, see
Richard Shortlidge and Patricia Brito, "How Wtmen Arrange for
the Case of Their Children While They WOrk: IN Study of

Childcare Arrangements, Costs and Preferences in 1971,"
(Columbus, Ohio: The Center for Human Resource Research,
1976).
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they had health proiblems that limited the amount or kind of work they
could do. 24/ hmong white Women, health problems were most common
among the separated, who are known; ori average, to head the poorest
households and thus, are probably less able to Obtain satisfactory
medical care. Among black women, health prbblenis were most prevalent
amdilc., the widowed group, who, on average, were older than the other
women.

As, Table 14 rather dramatically suggests, women household heads with
health prdolcmils were much less likely than women in good health to be
enployed during the survey week; they also worked fewer weeks during
the past y:,.ar. Parallelim this difference in work activity, female
household !leads were much Imre likely to be receiving public
aSsistance if' they had a health problem; about. 40 percent of all the

ith a Iiealth problem in 1973 had received public assistance
during the preceding year, compared with only 13 permit for the
healt:Iv

Aside From these aggregate Atoms, tliHre is clear evidence that a
a;lectl-.; the en1;1(..Trocnt prospects of black ferrule house-

hoa(is pure severely than it. does White household heads. It may
aoted 1.n Table 15 that white and blacic household heads without a

he;.1.11=11 ;:1ob1-7'; worh approximately the same percentage of the year.
On Uri otTher liand, white heack; with a health problem are aiployed to
a i:reater entent than blilck household heads with a health problem.
,Civen the fact that hi ack household heads are much more likely to
have ,3 health prohlem than their white counterparts, the enployment
implications of this social differential are quite serious.

It...is suggested that at least part of the difference in employment
levell; between black and white household heads with health problems
relates to the conditions of their mployment. The average black
hou,-.;chold head along the mature women is much more likely to have a
blue-collar or service (often private household) job. These are jobs
wh i cli meral 1 y re(rui ie more physical e ffort. Table 16, which shows
the .issociat ion bet-wen the current or usual occupational status of'
jobs held by the mature vx.)then heading households, their health status,
land tlieir survey wek eirployment status, is,lenlightening. Female
ho .;ehold hea(is vAx)!Ie current or last occupation wa.; relatively low

The health data .in this section are based on the mature women ,;
sol f-reportino mterials about their own health status (see
Table 14) . A. such, it. should be evident that the resmnses
rrkw represent rationalizations for other behavior, as well as
ob:jective self-reporting of a health problm. Rationalizations
of this kind undoubtedly inflate the strength of the association
1.3et1ArKn reported hhalth limitations and inability to have or
f ind a jnt. Ar; sixTh, the data slytald he interi,rr-t1 cautiously.



Hap loynent Characteristics of Mature Women_ in 1973 by
Health Status, Marital Status, Head of Wambold, al Rene

Statue
Oiarecteristics

Head of Household
Status Marital Status

lital Heal Not new mirried.
Spcuee
Present

Marriar

SP°1319° Warmed Divcaced
Absent/
Separated

timer
Married

Ittal
We Health Problem

.

.

Number of Women 3,485 609 2,876 2,756 209 141 232 150
Percent Replayed 58.7 79.8 55.2 54.2 72.2 67.3 85.5 91.6
Man Hours Worketi 36 37 35 35 36 35 38 40
Mean Weeks Worked 29 39 27 27 37 33 42 47

Health Problem
Weber of Wbman 873 228 645 611 89 64 67 43
Percent Emplcmmad 37.7 44.6 35.9 36.4 32.4 44.3 47.7 44.7
Peen HOure WOrked 33 36 32 32 33 30 40 41
Nean Weeks Worked 19 22 ° 18 18 17 19 25 22

White
ND Health Probbsn
Meier ofwtmen 2,620 326 2,294 2,223 66 77 157 99
Percent Employed 57.2 79.9 54.0 53.0 73.1 64.7 85.0 93.0
Mean Hours Worked 36 38 35 35 38 34 38 40
Man Weeks Worked 28 40 27 26 38 32 41 48

Health Problem
.

Mather of Women 551 93 458 441 31 21 40 19
Percent Employed 38.7 52.2 35.9 36.2 36.8 52.8 53.0 55.2
Mean Hours Worked 34 37 32 32 37 28 40 41
Mean Weeks Worked 19 24 18 18 18 20 27 26

Black
No Health PrOblem

Number of Women 865 283 582 533 143 64 75 51
----' Percent Employed 73.0 73.4 70.2 69.9 70.8 78.5 88.9 80.9

Mean Hours Worked 36 36 37 36 34 36 39 36
Wean Weeks Wtrked 36 39 35 35 36 36 44 40

IlleAlth Problern 4

Maher ofikuen 322 135 187 170 SO 43 27 24

Percent D:p1oyed 32.0 26.6 35.9 38.4 25.5 30.0 23.3 14.4
Mean Hours Worked 12 31 32 32 26 36 .35 29
Mean Weeks Worked 18 16 20 21 16 17 13 10

NCME: The health item referred to is a self-report item inlicating whether or not the
respondent had a health problem that limited, in anyway, the anount or kind of
work she mud do.
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TABLE 15

Percentage of Year Worked for Mature Women in 1973 by
Head of Household Status, Health StatUs, and Race

Status
Cndtacteristics

White Black

Number
bf

Wbmen
Percent

Number
of Percent

Women

Female Household Head

Health Problem 93 42.7 135 23.8

No Health Problem 326 73.1 283 67.5

Other Households

Health Prdblem 458 27.7 187 30.8

No Health Problem 45.4 582 62.3

NOTE: The percentages in this table
estimated hours worked in the
mean weeksworkeddata found
different categories by 2,080
each).

were estimated by dividing the
year (usual hours worked times

in Table 13) for women in the
hours (52 weeks of 40 hours
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TABLE 16

EMployment Ratios of Mature Wbmen in 1973 by Head of Household Status,
Occupational Status (Bose Index), 1/ and Health Status

Status
Characteristics

Head
'Number

Not Mad

of
Wanen

Ratio
Number
of Ratio

Wcmen

'Dotal Health Status
Bose Score

1-30 311 59.0 836 513
31-60 454 76.6 2,288 53.0
61 or Over 44 93.0 270 64.4

Health Problem
Bose Score

1-30 127 38.7 217 34.7
11-30 86 52.8 356 38.9
61 and Over 25 53.8

No Health Problem
Bose Score

1-30 184 73.4 619 56.2
31-60 iii, 368 82.1 1,932 55.5

61 or Over 42 92.7 245 65.6

Ratio of Employed/with Health
ProblegLto EMployed/without
Health Prdblam
Bose Score

1-30 - .53 - .62
.... 31-60 - .64 - .70

61 or Over - - .82

1/ The Bose Index is an ordinal neasure of occupational prestige developed
from the responses of a sample of 197 white households in the Baltimore
Mtropolitan Area to questions about the prestige of 110 selected occupa-
tions. The rankings within each 'occupation were averaged and the mean
values transformed to a metric with values of 0 to 100. The latter
scores were regressed on the 1959 median earnings and 1960 median years
of school completed of the civilian experienced female labor force
employed in these occupations. The resultant equation uas then used to
estimate the nem prestige scores for occupetioms in uthich vaccen in the
NIS sample were represented. (See Christine E. Base, Jobs and Gender:
Sex and Occupatiohai Presti9e. (Baltimore: The 4ohn.4 Hopkins Press,

1973), Nopendix E.)

2/ Tbo few sample cases preclude statistical analys
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status (below 31 on the Bose scale) had a 30-Tereent employment.
ratio if they had a health prablem and a 73-percent employment
ratio if they had no problem. 25/ If their occupational status was
intermediate, the employment ratios were about 53'and 82 percent,
respectively. Thus, not only are women withi health problems better
able to work if they have a higher status jOb, but in addition,
their relative.handicaps (compared with healthy women) are greatest
when their status is lowest. Incidentally, as one would expect, this
pattern also held for female nonhousehold heads, although their
status-specific employment ratios were somewhat lower. 26/

Further supporting evidence regarding the importance of differing job
characteristics on the propensity of a health problem to affect employ-
ment was Bound in an examinationLof some of the factors which the
respondents indicated affected their health. While this analysis-was
somewhat impressionistic, and self-responses with regard to specific
health problems need to be interpreted cautioUsly, there are same
results of interest. Comparing black and white heads with a health
condition, 1 of every 4 blacks, compared with 1 of every 10 4ahites,
indicated that "working outdoors" affected their health. Black
women also indicated that their problem was more affected by dampness,
nfelise, and heat. All of these factors more likely to be associated
with more physically oriented jobs.

The implications of the health-employment relationship and its clear
differentiation by race is perl*s the single most sObering finding of
this study, as potential means for resolving the problem are, for the
most part, unclear. Tb some extent, the gradual occupational transitien
of the female black labor force will, in the long run, help resolve the
problem. In the short run, improved access to medical care for black
and white household heads as part cf a comprehensive job guidance
system is certainly warranted. In some instances, medical services by

25/ It can be shown that a higher status on theleose Scale is strongly
and positively associated with white-collar emplcyment. For a
detailed statement about the characteristics and interpretation of
the Bose seal-el, see Footnote 1/ in Table 16. an general, it is
acknowledged that this scale Is a more sensitive indicator of the
statAsjor wcriin than are most other socioeccnomic scales.

26/, As further supporting evidence, multivariate analyses of the
probability of having a health problem for mature women
indicated that there is a stroing inverse association between the
presence of a health problem and one's occupational.status, even
after controlling for yariations in socioeconomic status, the
presence of children, marital status, age, and emplcyment.
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improving a woman's Ilealth, may enhance a watan's employability im
an occupation where she already has experience. In other situations,
it may be possible to steer a watan into an occupation in which her
health limitation is not a handicap. 27/

27/ Ire is considerable evidence that overall female racial
occupational differentials are narrowing over time. Young
black Tamen have only marginally less education than their
white Counterparts. Paralleling this narrawbvofewduca-
tional differentials are concomitant declines in
occupational differentials. See, for example, Frank L. Mott,
"Racial Differences.in Female Labor FOrce Participation:
Trends and Implications for the Future," The Urban and Social
Chan9e Review, VOl. 11, Nos.1 and 2, 1978, pp. 21727.
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'DENT AND FARNINGS

In the final analysis, the.primary rationale for detailing the social ag2
economic characteristics of female household.heads is to clarify the
causes of a legs-than-satisfactory standard of living. Cnly by pin-
pointing population subgroups in need of assistance can.appropriately
focused programs and policies be-designed.

FOr most women headina their own households, there are only limitea
options availabla for maintaining their income at a satisfactory level.
The most effective mieils for assurina a good living standard is year-
round emplcyment at a satisfactory wage rate. While (as wilr be detailed
below) other incomesources often are useful suppleinents, most female
heads of households are likely bD be living below or near the poverty
threshold unless'their own earnings are adequate. -Thus, any discussion

of the status of female-headed households must center around theimaren!s
work activity.

Family income levels for female-beaded households are conditioned by the
ability of the woman to be gainfully employed. As Table 17 indicates,
the income of the family is extremely sensitive, not only to the current
employment status of the respondent, but to the extent of her employment
during the preceding year. Conversely, without gainful employment, a
substantial proortion of female-headed families are destined to receive
poverty-level ingomes. The average white female-headed family where the
women is employed year round has an income of about $8,500. If the

woman is employed more than half a year but less than full time, the,

mean family income is $7,500. Qn the other hand, white female-headed
households where the. Aead is wOrking half a year or less have a

precarious econami tus. The economic status of,blagk households is

even less satisfy
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TABIE 17

Mean Family Income for Mature Women in 1973 by Head of Household Status,
EmplcyMent Status in Survey Week; Weeks Worked During Year, and Race

Employment
Characteristics

Totai White Black
Head Not Head Not Head Head Not Head

Mean Family Inccme
EMployed Survey Week $7,639 ,$15,252 $8,117 $15,631 $5,698 $11,662
Not Employed Survey Week 4,666 13,376 4,875 13,770 4,215 7,974
Weeks Worked During Year
Ncme 4,421 13,542 4,643 13,928 3.923 8,196
1-25 4,096 11,998 4,245 12,477 3,809 6,701
26-48 6,959 14,687 7,503 15,042 4,735 10,513

---49 or Olve. 8,064 15,906 8,527 16,300 6,203 12,570

Sample Size .

EMployed Survey Week 439 1,246 241 935 198 311
Not Employed Survey Week 221 1,022 86 813 135 209
Weeks Worked During Year'
Nome 162 786 63 7

629 99 157
1-25 . 55 205 18 153 37 52
26-48 123 462 68 358 55 104
49 or Over 93 745 162 552 131 193
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In addition to the direct association between the employment status of

a mature female household head and her family's income, there are also
clear associations between other characteristics of ber job and her

family's income. Not surprisingly, higher family incomes are associated
with higher hourlywages, more hours worked in the week, ard more weeks

worked in the year (Table 18). As a result, as may be noted in
Table 19, a female household head's earnings constitute the largest
share of her family's income at all eNcept the lowest family income
levels. Mature white household heads earn about 38 pprcent of their

families' income if the income level is below $4,000, and about 60
percent at higher income levels. Similarly, black household heads
also contribute through earnings about 38 percent in the lowest
inccme category, and over SO percent at the higher family income levels.

..

,The very low respondent earnings in the lowest family income category
reflect the limited number of weeks the head-is able to find employment

, during the year. 'For exmple, focusing specifically on the white house-
hold heads who were employed at same time, during\the year, Table 19
shows the extent to which their annual .earnings are reduced below the

hypothetical earnings they 'would obtairt if workinq year round, full

Ixti(4age

time at the mean hourly -rate far all workers at that family income

level. It.suggests t, for wamen in the poorest hoyseholds, lack of

year-razxlwebrk red their earnings by 38 percent, with about 80

percent of the-reduction reflecting the fact that they cculd not °obtain

enough weeks of work. The other 20 percent reduction reflected 'hours

of work reduced below 40 hours a week. On the( other-hand, inadequate

annual earnings--according to this definition of reduced weeks and

Iciirs,--was minimal at the higher family income levels. Substantial
increases in earnings could only be obtained by higher hourly wage

rates.

A Thus, even und& this rather 61;nservativedefinitian of employment

adequacy, "fuller" employment would have duaranteed every hcusehold

, at least $4,000, even if no otherancomewere available. If ace

arbitrari15, granted each of these working women the minimum wage for

40 hours a week for 52 weeks, their "minimum" family income would

have been at least $5,500, and the proportianjbelow the,pomerty line

would have been reduced substantially. ,)

Aside from the earnings that the household Bead herself can contribute to

the family income, the earnings contributions of other family members,

both relatives and nonrelatives, can substantially improve a household's
4sukfitantially
s to those

well-being. As Table 20 indicates, f
for both races as one moves from ho
having one earner. There is then anc
larAy for black households, with the
Indeed, the average family income for
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black househo
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TABIE 18 ,

Employment Characteristics of Mature Female Heads of -Household
by Family Thome level and Race

Family Incare level
and Race.

Mean 1touV.y
Wage (employed

waren) (

Number
of

Warren

Mean Weeks Worked in Past Year

itule

All Wcnen
Number

of Mean
Wcmen Weeks

Enploied Witten
timber

of
Wcmen

Mean Hours Warked
at Current Jcb

(employed.warren)
Narrber,

Haan of Mean
Hours Waren Hours

thmn7$4,000 38 1.94 81 18.9 42 36.3 35 35.3$4t, 000-5,999 55 2.41, 67 39.2 56/ 47.6 51 38.3$6,000-9,999 86 3.07 . 94 43.7 85 48.5 81 36.9$10,000 or Mbre 62 4.31 69 - 46.5 65 49.2' 61 40.1
Black

Less than $4,000 71 .2.10 149 24.0 90 39.7 71 32..0$4,000-5,999 61 2.16 . 86 33.6 62 .46.5 54 36.1$6,000-9.1999 - 52 3.15 68 38.9 54 4$.5 51 37.1$10,000 or Ilbre t18 3.85 19 47.9 17 51.3 15 35.8
-A

,

(

(
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TAME 19

pe Effect of Reduced Maks and Hoa's of Earloymant,on'Annual Wase of White,
Mature remae Heeds of Howehold in 1973, by Pamily Incare Level

Family Thome
Level

Re s p on dent Annual
Earnings if Enployed
Year Round, Full-

Tine at Maan,Hourly
Wage

Respcndent Annual
Earnings if Employed
Man timber of Hours
and Weeks at Mean

Hourly Wige

Man Annual Earn-
ings Divided by

Mean. Annual Hypo-
thetica Earnings

-Ccaponget Proportions of Reductice
Beim Hypothetical Mean Due to:

Reduccd
Hours

Reduoad
Weeks

Under $4,000

$4,000-5,999

$6,000-9,999

$10,000 or Over

$4,035

5,013

-61386

8,965

$2,486

.4,394

5,494

8,503

.62

.88

.95

21.3

31.5

51.8

78.7

68.5

48.2

104.5:,

p.
-4

Based on data presented' in Table 18.
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MEM 20

Mean Family-Theme for Mature Fiamale-Headed Households in 1973, by.
6 Number of Wage Earners in Household and Race

f

Household
Wage

Earners

Total
Number

of
%Tanen'

White
Nunber

Mean ofr
Incane Wanen

Blagic
Number,-/

of Mean
Wawa Thome

Thrtal 477 *$6,939 220 $7,429 27 $5,485
No Earners 99 3,946 " 37 4,126 162 3,605

Head Only Earner 160 6,840 72 7,496 88 5,039

Otter Member 0
ally Earner 65 6,261 24 6,708 41

Two or More
Earners 153 8,775 87 8,916 66 8,136

k
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from.about $5,000 to $8,000 with the addition of a second wage earner.
.Ybre often than not, it is the addition of the second wage earner which
enables the househdid Amove substantially above the subsistence level.

However, 24 percent of bladk female-headed households have no wage
earners, compared with only 17 percent for white households. Conversely,
almost 40 percent of white households have at least twowage earners,
compared with about 26 percent for black households. Thus, black female-
headed households are doubly handl. ,..s- not only by having less income
for a given nuMber of wage earners, lit sy having, on the average, fewer
wage earners present. La fact,' cete:±1s-s. ibus, if black feMale"headed
households had the distribution o wage earners present in white house-
holds their tamilv income wdUld have been $6,006 rather than $5,485.
Thus $521, or about 27 percent of the $1,944 difference in mean family
income between the black ahd White female-headed households, represents
the differan in the nurter of wage earners between white and black
families; th ing'$1,423, or 73 Percent, reflects .th lower
family income black families for a aiven nuMber of wag earners.

ft
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While Table 21 indicates that4earnings are easily the single most common
ingome source for most femaIe-headed households, various other sources
can be of crucial importance to many households. There/is a wide variety
of.incame sources which are differentially important to women in
different marital statuses, and of different races.

As noted earlier, the heterogeneous household head category can sometimes
major disparities between different kinds of families. EVen a

casual examination of the variations in income sources by marital status
in Table 22 indicates several patterns of interest. Focusing on the
unearned income sources shows that white widows-have substantial economic.
advantages over their black counterparts; about 19 peromt of white
widows have access to veterans' pensions or workers' compens&d,airequents,
compared with only 11 percent for black widows. Also, 60 percent of the
white widows receive disab4lity payments of some kind, compared with 46

t -for the black women. Twenty-six percent of the white widows
rece ve either a pension, alimony, child support, or other forms of
transfer payments, compared with about 6 percent,for the-black widows.
Thus, a black woman who is widowed is severely handicapped financially,
compared withiher white counterpart. Aside from employment, her only

viable option is welfare.
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Family Inane
Level and Race

MEUE 21

Percemtage Cantributions of Respondent's Earnings, Welfare Income,
and Other Income and Earnings tO the Family Income of Mature libmen in 1973,

by Family Income Level, Race, and Head of Household Status

Female Head of Household Oder Households

Total Number Respon- Talg.
Contri-A of dent's
buttons Wctuen, Earning'S

Total
Less than $4,000
$4,000-5,999
$6;000-9,999
$10,000 or More

hite
Less than $4,000
$4,000-5,9911,

$6,000-9,99,
$10,000 or Mbre

BlaCk
Leis than $4,000
$4,000-5,999

$6,000-9,999
$10,000 or Mbre

tior

Other
Izxxme
and

Earninas

Total Nurber Respon-
Contri- of dent's Tnacciea-'

buds= Vstmiran Earnings

Other
'Income
and

Earnings

100.0 660 58.5 6.7 34.8 100.0 2,268 16.4 0.3 83.3
100.0 238 37.8 24.7 37.5 100.0 162 .20.5 10.0 69.5
100.0 159 60.3 13.5 26.2 -100.0 178 12.6 4.0 83.4
100.0 170 63.4 4.8 31.8 100.0 478 '15.5 .7 83.8
100.0 93 59.2 1.2 39.6 100.0 1,449 16.6 .1 83.3

10010 327 60.4 4.0 35.6 100.0 1,748 15.8 .2 84.0 r.
100.0 85 37.9 18.6 43.5 100.0 83 20.9 10:9 68.2
100.0 71 62.2 11.0 26.8 logo 79 9.2 2.5 ' 88.3
100.0 99 65.6 32.0 I0-0.0 320 14.4 .5 85.1
100.0 72 60.0 39.4 100:0 1,266 16.0 0 84.0

100.0 333. 49.6 19.4 31.0 100.0 520 27.2 1.6 71.2
100.0 153 37.5 35.0 27.5 100.0 79 .19.3 7.1 73.6
100.0 88 54.6 20.9 24.5 100:0 99 22.3 8.5 69.2
100.0 73: 53.4 15.6 31.0 100.0 159 22.7 _ 2.0 75.3
100.0 21 50.7 7.6 41.7 100.0 183 29.8 :.4 69.8
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Th
Reflecting the possibility that some women may never marry dueoto a
disability, about 30 percent of the white never-married population ,

are receiving a disability payment of sameicind compared with 9,
percent for the black nevermarried women; tnty-five percent of the
white separated women and 39 percent of the white divorced women are
receiving some.forM of alimony, child support, or other transfer
payment compared with 13 and 19 percent, respectively, for the black
women. Once again, the black woman's only major income alternative,
aside fram employment, is welfare, whereas the white unmarried woman
often has a wide range of income options.

In Table 23, the components of family iwome fOr female-headed house-
holds are exanined by income and child status. These data emphasize
certain significant socioeconomic variations in the income composi-
tion. For example, wealthier households generally have greater
access to earnings of a household head, disability payments, and
.alimony or child support payments, wtereas poorer households, which
do not have access to these other income sources, are forced to fall
back more heavily on. welfare. Indeed, the data make clear that
welfare is not a mechanism for living "high off the hog," but rather
a neans for a marginal survival.

Also, an examination of the income composition of white and black
female-headed bduseholds with children dhows that the white house-
holds with cllildren are more likely than black households to have
greater access to every sinvle income source except welfare. This,
more clparly than any other statistic cited, clarifies the need for
more and better employment cpuortunities for black women heading
their own households.

Overall, for all female-headed households, about 50 percent of
thdir family incomes is derived from the earnings of the house-
hold head, only about 7 percent fran uelfare payments, and the
-remaining 35 percent from other income and earnings sources
'(Table 21). This composition varies, of course, by race and
family income levels. The poorest households rely more heavily
on welfare and other income sources, whereas the wealthier

,houLseholds rely more on the earnings of the head, the earnings
of other individuals, and other unearned income. Generally, as
indicated earlier, black households pre,forced to rely more on
welfare than are white households at all income levels,
reflecting the black households' more iiimited access both to
well-paying employment and to other indame sources.,
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MOLE 23

Percentage of Nature Female Beads of Household RecetriniSeleoted Income Sources in 1973,
byFandly Inmate Leval Number of Mildren, and Race

Status,
Characyristics

Incare Source 1/

Number
of

Women y
Respon-
dent's

Earnings

Unanploy-
nent Can-
pensation

Veteran's
or Ttokirk-

nen's Cam-
pensation
or Pension

Social
-Security
or Dis-
ability
Payments

A.F.D.C.
or Other
Public

Welfare

Pensions

Cfiild

Support,
Alimony
or Other
Paments

Family Income
Less than $4,000 238 48.2 5.7 2.4 17.3 36.1 2.1 19.4

$4,000-7,499 235 79.4 7.7 3.9 19.4 28.4 4.3__ 16.0

$7,500 or More 187 88.7 1.8 9.0 31.5 7.7 6.8
t

30.7

Children
None 312 80.8 5.8 3.3 12.5 7.3 4.6 9.1

1 144 79.8 7.1 6.7 31.1 18.8 4.7 29.0

2 135 63.1 1.7 8.8 34.0 27.8 8.5 34.2

3 or Nbre 243 52.7 3.6 6.4 23.4 51.1 5.1 28.9

Any 522 64.3 4.2 7.2 28.9 34.1 5.9 301;41

White
N. Income Less than $4,000

Any Children
85

233
44.5
66.5

5.2
4.5

2.4
8.1

18.7
31,3

25.7
24.2

2.1
7.4

24.3
37.2

Black
I.

Income Leas than $4,000 153 54.9 '6.5 2.6 14.8 55.3 2-1 10.3.

Any Children 289 58.3 3.3 4:8 22.4 61.2 1.9 11.9

1/ Income is,reported for preceding year.

2/ Nonresponse rates nay vary sompihatby income soilree and status characteristic.
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- INOZME, IELFARE AND PCVERTY

The elFlier focus on family income masks the extent of the decline in economic
well-being associated with a change in household status, as it did not ade-
quately consider the association between changes in family income associated
with becoming a female-headed household unit and changes in family size..
Thesee indeed, are,tile two major determinants of the official poverty-level
definition. 28/

While an earlier section of this report emphasized the sharp declines in
family income associated with a household transition, it did not emphasize
the lesser decline in family size, reflecting the fact that most children in
disrupting households remain with their mother. Ligures 1 and 2 present
poverty ratio disruptions for young and mature white and black disrupting
households, both before and after,the household transition (these are the
same women-described earlier in this section). As noted in Footnote 28,
the poverty ratio is simply a ratio of a family's income td the official
poverty threshold for a family of that composition. The curves in Figures 1
and 2 represent the percentage of,households which fall below given poverty
ratios, and geographically demonstrate the major poverty transition which
occurs betWeen the last year that a hUbband-wife family is intact, and the
first (following) year that the husiond is no longer present and the wcman
is the head of.the unit.

Both white and black households stow dramatic shifts in relation to the
poverty ratio. For white mature women, the proportion living belaw-the
poverty threshold increased from about 10 to about-34 percent, and for -

Illadks, from 38 to 51 percent (Figure 2). Equally important, there are
major shifts for households all along the income distribution. For the
youngarimmen, the poverty transition is similar, as may be witnessed
in Figure 1. This massive movement into poverty, it may be recalled,
jargelyxeflects the fact that small short-term increases in the earnings
of the new female household head and in her access to welfare payments
cannot begin to compensate for the loss of the husband's earnings. Other

28/ The official definition °Of the poverty level for a given family is
based an a combined knowledge of a family's income and the number of
family members, with other adjustments being made for the presence of-
children, and whether or not the family is in an urban or rural area.
Based on this.poverty definition, this section utilizes the concept
of a povErty ratio which is a ratio of a family's income to the

official poverty threshold for a family of that composition. Thus,

a family with a poverty ratio of;one is at the poverty threshold, anti

so_col' The official poverty definition is based on the relationship
between the family's income level, the ntrnber of family members, and
whether or not they are living in an urban or rural area in the rele-
vant year. See the following U.S. Bureau of the Census publications:
All in the Current Population Report series, "The Extent of Poverty
in thf United States, 1959 to 1966," P-60, No. 54, and "Revision in
Poverty Statistics, 1959 and 1968," P-23, No. 28, and "Character-
istics in the Low Income Population, 1971," P-60, No. 86.
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Figure 1 Cumulative Percentage Below Given Poverty Ratio for
Young Women Before and After Household Transition
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Figure 2 Cumulative percentage Below Given Poverty Ratio for

Mature Women Before and After Household Transition
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A

data, not presented here, indicate that in subsequent years, the.income
and poverty situation, particularly for white women, improves somewha
reflecting the household head's.increased earnings as she adj
learns to cope with her new household head status. 29'

The extent to which poverty probabilities are sensitive to the credence
of children can be seen in Figure 3, which provides mean pcverty ratio
estimates for households with varying numkers of children. Households
headed by white and black mature wcmen are systematically more likely to
be below the poverty line as the number of children in the household
increases. In fact, black female-headed households with three or 'more
children have mean family incomes which leave them, on average, below
the poverty line. 30/ This extreme situation reflects a myriad of
factors, including limited job skills of the head of the household,
lack of adequate child-care support, as well as inadequate public
assistance payments. However, even in the families with several
children, namunerative employment can substmntially reduce poverty.
As evidenced in Table 24, white and black household heads with two,
three, or four childr.pn are generally able to earn more if they can
'find a job, than they would otherwise receive fram-welfare. Thus,

*with the exception of black female-headed households with four or more
children, the average poverty ratio for all other household statuses
where the woman is employed, is above the poverty line.

As a concluding note, it is emphasized that, for women in all marital
statuses and all household situations, mean poverty ratios are much
higher for families not receiving welfare. In fact, the average blaa
female-headed household receiving welfare has a poverty ratio of .82,
and the average white female-headed household receiving welfare has a
poverty ratio of 1.01. Their counterparts not receiving public
assistance have poverty ratios of 1.74 and 2.73, respectively. As has
been demonstrated, welfare receipt generally reflects an inability to
secure other income, be it earned or unearned. As also has been
demonstrated, for most households, including those with female heads,
the only way in our society to attain even a minimally acoeptable

_29/ Frank L. Mott and Sylvia F. Moore, "The Causes and Consequences
ofilarithl Breakdown," Chapter 7 in Frank L. Mott et al., WOmen
WOrk and Family (Lexington: Heath-Lexington Press, 1978),
pp. 113-136.

30/ Stein points out, using CPS data, that if a'family headed by a
woman has only one or two children, it has about a 66-percent
chance of staying above the poverty line. As the number of
children increases, the probability that tbe_tamily's income
will fall below the poverty line rises sharply. Robert L. Stein,
"The Economic Status of Families Headed by Vklmen," Monthly:. Labor
Review (December 1970) PP . 3-10.
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Figure 3 Mean Po-verty Ratio for Mature Women
by Number of Own Children Present in'
Household, Household Readshipjand Rate.
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MAME 24

Composition of.Family Income bar Mature Female Heads of Households in
1973 by Employment-Status, Number of Chiyirent and Race

Status
Characteristics Man

Family
Thome

Man
Respell-

dent's
Earnings

Mean
Welfare
Incline

Percentage
Contributions
to Family Incase

Mean
Poverty,
Ratio

timber
of

Wegnen

Respon-
dent's
Earnings

Welfare
Thome

Whi,te

Env loyal

No Children $7,880 $6,664 $ 16 84.6 0.2 3.49 124

1 Child 8,540 5,600 87 65.6 1.0 2.76 38

2 Children 9,128 4,323 161 46.3 1.7 2.59 32

3 Children 7,154 4,117 ,106 57.5 1.5 1.54 23

4 or More Children 8,821 4,660 1,276 52.8 14.5 1.59 12

Not Employed
No Children 4,185 2,117 205 50.6 4.9 , 1.75 33

1 Child 3,470 1,063 588 30.6 16.9 1.12 14

2 Chi ldren 7,538 2214. 391 2.9 5.2 1.71 15

3 Children 5,557 100 -561 1.8 10.1 1.15 14

4 or more Children 5,552 811 1,658 14.6 29.9 .90 22

Black
Employed
No Children 4,932 3,725 82 75.5 1.7 2.05 81

1 Child 7,397 5,173 262 69.9 ,3.5 2.19 28

2 Children 7,457 4,418 350 59.2 4.7 1.82- 24

3 chfbarai 5,576 4,267 564 76.5 10.1 1.20 15

4 or Mbre Children 5,131 2,345 998 45.7 19.5 .76 38

Not Employed
No Children 2,804 1,436 458 51.2 16.3 1.19 35

1 Child 4,436 1,376 920 31.0 20.7 1.11 14

2 Children, 3,974 958 1,355 24.1 34.1 .82 20

3 Children 3,870 , 306 2,681 7.9 69.3 .75 17

4 or More Children 4,983 360 2,716 7.2 54.5 .63 61

i.raw
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standard of living is through gainful :Loyment. Transfer payments of

various kinds can provide temporary ass ale to pelp women and their

families through difficult transitional periods. However, all the

work at a reasonable wage can permanently solve e problems of eco
evidence available is consistent with the premise that only meaning4

th

need and subsistence existence for many Americans. *
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APPENDIX 'JAME A
/

Selected Social and Economic Characteristics of Young
Wbmen in 1973 by Marital Status and'Race

Selected
Characteristics

Marital Status
Married,
Husband
Present

Never
Married

White
Number of Waren 2,045 809
Percent with Less th:an

12 Yrs. Of School 19.1 6.4
Percent Employed 48.3 73.4
Unemployment Rate 7.0 5.5
Labor Force Participation Rate 52.0 77.7
Percent with Health Problem 7.7 6.7
Mean Family Income $10,897 $11,049
Mean Hourly Rate of Pay for

Those Employed $2.96 $2.69
Median Number of Children 1.6 0.5
Median Poverty Ratio 3.06 ,2.71
Percent Below Poverty Line 9.4 13.8
Percent Nhite Collar (o7ployed ) 73.9 76.4
Percent White Collar (experiirneed ,

not employed) 59.7 55.6
Mean Weeks Wbrked Since Last

Survey 24 36

Mean Usual Hours Ubrked at Current
or Last Job 35 34

Mean Usual Hours rked at eurtent
Job . 35 35

Mean Annual Earning $2,379 $3,373
Percerit Receiving Welfare 3.5 5.4

Black
Number of Victran 496 513
Percent with Less than

12 Yrs. of School 32.7 31.1
A

Percent Employed 55.5 50.1
Unemployment Rate 12.4 19.8
Labor Force Participation Rate' 63.3 62.5
Percent with Health Problem 8.1 9.3
Mean Family Income $8,852 $6,050
Mean Hourly Rate of Pay for

1- Those Employed $2.54 $2.55

Other 1/

218

34.8

67.1
8.8

73.5
12.9

'$6,600

$2.86
1.4

1.96
29.6
69.0

35.2

32

37

3

$3,578
29.8

191

52.6
51.1
6.8

54.9
24.2

$4,193

$2.49
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APPEMIX TABLE A (Continued.)

Selected
Characteristics

Median Number of Children I

Median Poverty Ratio
Percent Below Poverty Line 1
Percent White Collar 631p10
Percent White Collar (exper enced,

not employed)
Mean Weeks Worked Since Last

Survey
Mean Usual HoutTWorked at Current

or Last J..
Mean Usual Worked at Current
Job

Mean Annual Earnings
Percent Receiving Welfare

Marital Status
Married,
Husband Never
Present Married Other 1/

2.1 0.6 2.4
2.08 1.16 0.80
18.2 45.1 59.0
48.3 54.7 44.9

44.1 41.9 30.4

27. 26 23

37 36 37

39 36 37
$2,564 $2,276 $2,228

7.6 36.7 60.3
Air

1/ "Other" marital status inbludes women who are married, with husband
absent, widowed, divorced, or separated.

f`
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WHERE TO GET MORE INFORMATION

For. mOre information, contact the Eniployment and Training Administration, U.S., Department
of 1.abor.Washington, D.C. 20213, or any tif.the RegiOnal Adtninistrators for rrbployment and.
Training whOse addresses are listed below.'

Locat ion

John.F..Kennedy Bld
'Hosron ay,. 02203

I 51 BrO dway
New YorktN.Y. 10036

PA), Box 8796
Phitadelphja. Pit. 191 11

1371 Peachtree Street, .

AlLinta, Ga. 30109

.210 South Dcarborn'Street
'Chicago, III. 60604

911 Walnut Stteet .

FaIP,J',(IIV. Mo. 64106

s Served .

,Connectieut New Hampshire
Maioe Rhode Jsland
Massitchusetts Vermont

New .Jer4.st Puerto R ico

New York Virgin Islands
Canal Zhne-

'Delaware Pen-n-sylvania
1)istr4c1 of Columbia Virginia
Maryland , West Virginia

Alabama
Flohda
Cieorgia
Kentucky

. lodiana
MMUgan

/

lo
K

North Corolina
South Carolina
Tennessee

Mi =sow
hio
sconsin

. .

555 ciriffin Square Bldg: Arkansas
ICA. 75202 & Louisiana

New Mexico
1

.190\ Stout Street 'olorado
Denver, Colo. si Mtnnana

North Ihkota

Mi ouri
Nehr ska

Oklahon
Tev,as

. \
South Dakota
Utah
W sio m ng

450 (toklep Gate A% entW . A riiomi American Samoa

San I. rancisco., tahl. 94102 Californ Gia. uam
i -....

Hawaii . 'Trust 'Territoq
't

J.". Nes ada

909 Ftrt Aentitt.NI
Seat tie, Wah. 98174

Alaska
Idaho

Oregon
Weshington

It


